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It has been known that positive definiteness does not guarantee a bisequence to
be a complex moment. However, it turns out that positive definite extendibility
does (Theorems 1 and 22), and this is the main theme of this paper. The main tool
is, generally understood, polar decomposition. To strengthen applicability of our
approach we work out a criterion for positive definite extendibility in a fairly wide
context (Theorems 9 and 29). All this enables us to prove characterizations of sub-
normality of unbounded operators having invariant domain (Theorems 37 and 39)
and their further applications (Theorems 41 and 43) and a description of the com-
plex moment problem on real algebraic curves (Theorems 52 and 56). The latter
question is completed in the Appendix, in which we relate the complex moment
problem to the two-dimensional real one, with emphasis on real algebraic sets.
 1998 Academic Press
It is well known that there is a relationship between moment problems
and Hilbert space operators, one of the most beautiful examples of this
kind. In particular there is a link between the complex moment problem
and cyclic subnormal operators (cf. [16], for instance), where any progress
in one side impacts the other side. While the bounded case is pretty well
understood, in the unbounded one a search for satisfactory solutions is still
required. In this paper we provide a solution of the complex moment
problem and, in a parallel way, a characterization of unbounded subnormal
operators which are not necessarily cyclic. Though the latter case includes
the former, we have decided to separate them, thus giving the possibility of
a choice to readers with particular interests.
Let us be more precise: A bisequence of complex numbers indexed by
integer lattice points of the first quarter of the plane may be positive
or positive definite. While positivity is necessary and sufficient for the
bisequence to be a complex moment one, it requires information on how
non-negative polynomials in two real variables look like and this is not
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available. On the other hand, positive definiteness is not sufficient though
still necessary (since Hilbert times it has been known that there are positive
polynomials in two real variables which are not equal to a sum of squares
of polynomials). Moreover, positive definiteness can be verified by a simple
test (some determinants have to be non-negative); this creates a demand
for an enriching positive definiteness condition so as to make it sufficient
as well. Our first characterization of complex moment bisequences
(Theorem 1) requires the bisequence to have an extension to a positive
definite one indexed by integer lattice points of the half plane determined
by the diagonal of the second and the fourth quarter. To go a little bit
further, positive definiteness of a bisequence on the integer lattice points of
the whole plane is too much: It ensures the bisequence to be a moment one
but forces the representing measure to have some additional properties. So,
in a sense, the middle brings the solution.
Once we know to what we want to extend positive definiteness of the
bisequence in question, we can try to find necessary and sufficient condi-
tions for this. This is completely solved in Section 6 (Theorem 11).
The problem of the subnormality of operators1 with invariant domain
can be viewed as an operator version of the complex moment problem. It
turns out that the approach proposed here can be extended to the operator
case as well (Theorem 37).
What is surprising is that the operator version, rather than its scalar
counterpart, enables us to find a solution of the complex moment problem
for a wide class of real algebraic curves (see Sections 18 and 19; and espe-
cially Theorem 52). This extends the results of [38] and [9].
Besides keeping Z, R, C for standard sets by N we understand the
set [0, 1, ...]. Moreover, we adopt R+ =
df [r # R; r0], R* =df R"[0],
T =
df [z # C; |z|=1], and C* =df C"[0].
SCALAR CASE
1. Let [cm, n]m, n=0 be a (bi)sequence of complex numbers. We call it a
complex moment sequence if there exists a positive Borel measure + on C
such that
cm, n=|
C
zmz n+(dz), m, n=0, 1, ... . (1)
Here and subsequently we tacitly assume that all of the functions under the
integral sign are absolutely integrable. A positive Borel measure + on C
fulfilling (1) is called a representing measure of [cm, n]m, n=0 . If condition
433COMPLEX MOMENT PROBLEM AND SUBNORMALITY
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(1) is satisfied, then for any sequence [*m, n]Nm, n=0 of complex numbers we
have
:
N
m, n, p, q=0
cm+q, n+ p *m, n* p, q=|
C } :
N
m, n=0
*m, nzmz n}
2
+(dz)0,
which suggests the following definition: A sequence [cm, n]m, n=0 is said to
be positive definite if
:
N
m, n, p, q=0
cm+q, n+ p *m, n* p, q0 for all [*m, n]Nm, n=0/C, N0.
(2)
It has been known that a positive definite sequence need not be a complex
moment one (for a more detailed discussion see Sections 5 and 19).
However, we are able to prove the following
Theorem 1. A sequence [cm, n]m, n=0/C is a complex moment sequence
if and only if there exists [c~ m, n]m+n0/C such that
cm, n=c~ m, n for m, n=0, 1, ...
and
:
p+q0
m+n0
c~ m+q, n+ p*m, n* p, q0 for any finite [*m, n]m+n0/C. (3)
This is one of our main results. In particular, it contains the classical
Hamburger, Stieltjes, and Herglotz theorems on moment problems (cf. [35,
16, 5]).
Consider first the Hamburger moment problem. Let [an]n=0 be a
sequence of real numbers which is positive definite in the following sense
:
N
m, n=0
am+n*m* n0 for all [*m]Nm=0/C, N0. (4)
Set c~ m, n =
df am+n for integers m, n such that m+n0. Then clearly
:
p+q0
m+n0
c~ m+q, n+ p*m, n * p, q= :
p+q0
m+n0
a (m+n)+( p+q)*m, n * p, q0
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for any finite sequence [*m, n]m+n0/C. By Theorem 1, there exists
a positive Borel measure & on C such that am+n=C zmz n&(dz) for
m, n=0, 1, ... . Hence
an=
1
2n
:
n
k=0 \
n
k+ ak+(n&k)=
1
2n
:
n
k=0 \
n
k+ |C zkz (n&k)&(dz)
=|
C
(Re z)n &(dz), n0,
which in turn implies
an=|
R
xn+(dx), n0, (5)
where the measure + is transported from & by the mapping C % z [
Re(z) # R. Summarizing, condition (4) is sufficient (and apparently necessary)
for [an]n=0 to be a Hamburger moment sequence, i.e., to have an integral
representation of the form (5). It is well known that the solution of Stieltjes
moment problem can be easily deduced from that of the Hamburger moment
problem (cf. [5, Theorem 6.2.5]).
Consider now the trigonometric moment problem. Suppose that
[bn]n=& is a sequence of complex numbers such that
:
N
m, n=&N
bm&n*m* n0 for all [*m]Nm=&N/C, N0. (6)
Since Nm, n=&N bm&n*m* n=
2N
k, l=0 bk&l*k&N* l&N , condition (6) is equiv-
alent to
:
N
m, n=0
bm&n*m* n0 for all [*m]Nm=0/C, N0. (7)
Set c~ m, n =
df bm&n for integers m, n such that m+n0. Then, by (6), we
have
:
p+q0
m+n0
c~ m+q, n+ p*m, n* p, q= :
p+q0
m+n0
b (m&n)&( p&q) *m, n * p, q0
for any finite sequence [*m, n]m+n0/C. Hence, by Theorem 1, there
exists a positive Borel measure + on C such that
bm&n=|
C
zmz n+(dz), m, n=0, 1, ... . (8)
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Set 2 =df [z # C; |z|<1] and 2$ =df [z # C; |z|>1]. Then, by (8), we have
+(C)=b0=bm&m=|
C
|z|2m +(dz)
=|
2
|z|2m +(dz)++(T)+|
2$
|z|2m +(dz), m0.
Passing to  with m (apply Lebesgue’s monotone and dominated con-
vergence theorems), we get +(2$)=0 and +(C)=+(T). The latter equality
and (8) lead to
bn=|
T
zn+(dz), n=..., &1, 0, 1, ... (9)
Summarizing, condition (7) is sufficient (and apparently necessary) for
[bn]n=& to be a trigonometric moment sequence, i.e., to have an integral
representation of the form (9).
2. The basic ingredient in the proof of Theorem 1 is a result of
Devinatz (see Section 9 for the proof of its ‘‘operator’’ version).
Theorem 2 [14, Theorem 4]. Let [dm, n]m=0, n= & be a sequence of
complex numbers. Then the following conditions are equivalent.
v There exists a positive Borel measure & on R_T such that
dm, n=|
R_T
tmzn&(dt, dz), m=0, 1, ..., n=..., &1, 0, 1, ... . (10)
v The sequence [dm, n]m=0, n=& is positive definite in the following
sense
:
N
i, k, j, l=0
di+ j, k&l* i, k* j, l0 for all [* i, k]Ni, k=0/C, N0. (11)
Theorem 2 can be also deduced from [8, Proposition 1], because
(Z, +, n*=&n) is a perfect *-semigroup and (N, +, n*=n) is a semi-
perfect *-semigroup, which means that every positive definite function on
it is a moment function on R.
To build a bridge between Theorems 1 and 2 we utilize in this and the
sections which follow the language of positive definite functions on *-semi-
groups (cf. [49, 21, 5]). For semigroup operation we use either multi-
plicative or additive notation depending on whether we are in a very
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general context or deal with abelian semigroups. Let (S, } , *) be a *-semi-
group, i.e., (S, } ) is a semigroup and the mapping S % s [ s* # S, called an
involution on S, satisfies the following conditions:
(st)*=t*s*, s, t # S,
(s*)*=s, s # S.
If S has a unit =, then =* is equal to =. We say that a function .: S  C
is positive definite if
:
s, t # S
.(t*s) *(s) *(t)0 for any *: S  C of finite support.
A function /: S  C is said to be a *-character of a *-semigroup S with
unit =, if /(=)=1, /(s*)=/(s) and /(st)=/(s) /(t) for all s, t # S. It is a
matter of direct verification that every *-character of S is automatically
positive definite.
Our *-semigroups are subsemigroups of Z_Z with coordinatewise
defined addition, as semigroup operation, i.e., (i, j)+(k, l)=(i+k, j+l ).
The principal *-semigroups are
Z=Z_Z with involution (m, n)*=(n, m),
N+=[(m, n) # Z; m+n0] with involution (m, n)*=(n, m),
N=[(m, n) # N+ ; m, n0] with involution2 (m, n)*=(n, m).
If .(m, n) =df cm, n for (m, n) # N, then condition (2) means precisely that .
is positive definite on N as defined. On the other hand, if .(m, n) =df c~ m, n
for (m, n) # N+ , then condition (3) is equivalent to positive definiteness of
. on N+ .
The auxiliary *-semigroups are
D=N_Z with involution (k, l )*=(k, &l ),
De=[(k, l) # D; k+l even] with involution (k, l )*=(k, &l ).
Now if we set .(m, n)=dm, n for (m, n) # D, then condition (11) means
precisely that . is positive definite on D (compare the argument used for
justifying the implication (7) O (6)).
Define |: N+  De by
|(m, n)=(m+n, m&n), (m, n) # N+ .
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The mapping | establishes a *-semigroup isomorphism between *-semi-
groups N+ and De (i.e., | is a semigroup isomorphism which preserves
involution).
3. Proof of Theorem 1. Suppose [cm, n]m, n=0 extends to a positive
definite sequence [c~ m, n]m+n0 on N+ . Set d $k, l=c~ |&1(k, l ) for (k, l ) # De .
Then, because |: N+  De is a *-semigroup isomorphism, the sequence
[d $k, l](k, l ) # De is positive definite on De . Set
dk, l={d $k, l0
(k, l ) # De ,
(k, l ) # D"De .
(12)
We show3 that the function .: D  C given by .(m, n)=dm, n is positive
definite. Take *: D  C of finite support. Since the sequence [d $k, l] (k, l ) # De
is positive definite on De and
\s, t # D: s+t # De  (s, t # De 6 s, t # D"De),
\s # D"De : s+u # De , u =
df
(0, 1),
we have
:
s, t # D
.(t*+s) *(s) *(t)
= :
t*+s # De
s, t # D
.(t*+s) *(s) *(t)
= :
s, t # De
.(t*+s) *(s) *(t)+ :
s, t # D"De
.(t*+s) *(s) *(t)
= :
s, t # De
.(t*+s) *(s) *(t)+ :
s, t # D"De
.((t+u)*+(s+u)) *(s) *(t)0.
According to Theorem 2, there exists a positive Borel measure & on R_T
such that (10) holds. It follows from (12) and (10) that
cm, n=d|(m, n)=|
R_T
(rz)m (rz)n &(dr, dz)=|
C
zmz n+(dz), m, n0,
where the measure + is transported from & by the mapping
R_T % (r, z) [ rz # C.
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Assume now that [cm, n]m, n=0 satisfies (1). Then we have
cm, n=+([0]) $m+n, 0+|
C*
zmz n+(dz), m, n0. (13)
According to (1), the function C % z [ |z|n # R is +-integrable for every
n0. Hence the following is well defined:
c~ m, n=+([0]) $m+n, 0+|
C*
zmz n+(dz), (m, n) # N+ . (14)
One can directly check that the second summand of the right-hand side of
the equality in (14) is positive definite on N+ . Since [$m+n, 0]m+n0 is a
*-character of N+ , the first summand is positive definite on N+ as well. K
Remark 3. It is worth while to point out that the sequence
[$m, 0$n, 0]m+n0 is yet another positive definite extension of [$m+n, 0]

m, n=0 .
Indeed, this follows from the equalities
$m, 0$n, 0=$m+n, 0$m&n, 0=$m+n, 0 |
T
zmz n+(dz), m+n0, (15)
where + is the normalized Lebesgue measure on T. This means that the
sequences [$m, 0$n, 0]m+n0 and [$m+n, 0]

m+n0 are two different positive
definite extensions of the sequence [$m+n, 0]m, n=0 from N to N+ . Conse-
quently any convex combination of these two extensions is a positive
definite extension of [$m+n, 0]m, n=0 and all of them are still different.
This shows that there is no relationship between the number of positive
definite extensions of a given sequence on N and the number of its
representing measures (notice that the sequence [$m+n, 0]m, n=0 has a
unique representing measure of total mass 1 at 0; one may enlarge, if
necessary, the support by adding to the sequence any other whose
representing measure is absolutely continuous with respect to the planar
Lebesgue measure to get the same kind of behavior).
4. Suppose the sequence [cm, n]m, n=0 is such that
cm, n=am+nbm&n , m, n=0, 1, ..., (16)
where [an]n=0 and [bn]

n= & are positive definite sequences on
(N, +, n*=n) and (Z, +, n*=&n), respectively. Then, according to the
well-known Schur theorem,4 the sequence [cm, n]m, n=0 is positive definite.
439COMPLEX MOMENT PROBLEM AND SUBNORMALITY
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On the other hand, the right-hand side of (16) makes sense for
(m, n) # N+ , so it defines a sequence [c~ m, n]m+n0 which, according to the
same argument, is positive definite too. Thus Theorem 1 implies
Corollary 4. A sequence [cm, n]m, n=0, which is given by (16) with
[an]n=0 and [bn]

n= & being positive definite on (N, +, n*=n) and
(Z, +, n*=&n), respectively, is a complex moment sequence.
This is implicitly included in [41, Lemma 1], where Corollary 4 has
been deduced from Hamburger’s and Herglotz’s theorems. On the other
hand Hamburger’s and Herglotz’s theorems can be inferred from Corollary
4 by substituting bn#1 and an#1, respectively (see the discussion in
Section 1).
The formula (16) may be viewed as a prototype of a polar decomposition
of [cm, n]m, n=0 . In general, we have
Theorem 5. A sequence [cm, n]m, n=0 is a complex moment one if and
only if there are a measure space (0, A, \) and A-measurable functions
an : 0  R (n # N ) and bn : 0  C (n # Z) such that for almost every | # 0,
the sequences [an(|)]n=0 and [bn(|)]

n= & are positive definite on
(N, +, n*=n) and (Z, +, n*=&n), respectively, and
cm, n=|
0
am+n(|) bm&n(|) \(d|), m, n0. (17)
If this is the case, then (0, A) can always be replaced by the closed unit
interval with the Borel structure.
Proof. Suppose that [cm, n]m, n=0 is a complex moment sequence. Then
(13) holds and, consequently, we have
cm, n=+([0]) $m+n, 0+|
(0, )_T
rm+nwm&n&(dr, dw), m, n0, (18)
where & is transported from + by the mapping C* % z [ ( |z|, z |z|&1) #
(0, )_T. Set 0=R+_T, A=Borel _-algebra on 0, *=the normalized
Lebesgue measure on [0]_T, \({)=*({ & ([0]_T ))+&({ & ((0, )_T ))
for { # A,
an(|)={+([0]) $n, 0rn
for | # [0]_T
for |=(r, w) # (0, )_T
n # N
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and
bn(|)={1wn
for | # [0]_T
for |=(r, w) # (0, )_T
n # Z.
One can now check that (18) implies (17) with the above defined substitu-
tions. By the Kuratowski theorem (cf. [24, p. 14, Theorem 2.12]), the
measure spaces (0, A) and [0, 1] with the Borel structure are isomorphic
via some bimeasurable mapping.
Suppose now that (17) holds. We show that
ap+qbp&q # L1(0, \), ( p, q) # N+ . (19)
Indeed, substituting m=n0 into (17) we get
a2n b0 # L1(0, \), n0. (20)
Take ( p, q) # N+ . Applying the Schwarz inequality (cf. [21, p. 19] or
[46, p. 252]) to positive definite sequences [ak(|)]k=0 and [bk(|)]

k= &
we obtain
|ap+q(|)|- a2( p+q)(|) - a0(|), |bk(|)|b0(|), k # Z.
This, in turn, implies
|ap+q(|) bp&q(|)|- a2( p+q)(|) b0(|) - a0(|) b0(|);
so by the Schwarz inequality and (20) we have
\|0 |ap+qbp&q| d\+
2
|
0
a2( p+q) b0 d\ |
0
a0b0 d\<.
This proves (19). Hence the right-hand side of the equality in (17)
makes sense for (m, n) # N+ and it defines a sequence [c~ m, n]m+n0 .
According to the discussion preceding Corollary 4, the sequence
[am+n(|) bm&n(|)]m+n0 is positive definite on N+ for almost every
| # 0. A direct calculation shows that [c~ m, n]m+n0 is positive definite on
N+ as well. By Theorem 1, [cm, n]m, n=0 is a complex moment sequence.
This completes the proof. K
5. As we have already mentioned, positive definiteness of [cm, n]m, n=0
on N need not imply the sequence to be a complex moment one. The
easiest way to see this is to take any of the examples [4, 31, 15, 10]
(among which the simplest and the most direct one is that of [15]) and to
use the link established in Appendix; the example [5, Theorem 6.3.5],
though saying precisely what we need here, utilizes Choquet adapted
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spaces approach. However, some extra conditions imposed on the sequence
in question help to get the conclusion; in fact, usually, the conclusion gets
not only that the sequence in question is a complex moment one but also
some information on the representing measure.5 For instance, we have the
following results:
(i) (cf. [46]) [cm, n]m, n=0 is a complex moment sequence having a
representing measure with support in the disc centered at 0 and of radius
b if and only if it is positive definite and |cn, n|ab2n for n=0, 1, ... .
(ii) cf. [44]) Assuming p=di, j=0 p ijZ
iZ j has a dominating coef-
ficient, the sequence [cm, n]m, n=0 is a complex moment sequence having a
representing measure with support in the set [z # C; p(z, z )=0] if and only
if it is positive definite and dk, l=0 ci+k, j+l pkl=0 for i, j=0, 1, ... .
6
And yet another, though of slightly different character,
(iii) (cf. [8]) [cm, n]m, n=& is a two-sided complex moment
sequence having a representing measure with support in C*, i.e.,
cm, n=|
C*
zmz n+(dz), m, n=..., &1, 0, 1, ...
if and only if
:
N
m, n, p, q=&N
cm+q, n+ p*m, n * p, q0
for all [*m, n]Nm, n=&N/C, N0. (21)
Now we can look at our result through the inclusions
N/N+/Z. (22)
Positive definiteness on the left-hand term of (22) itself does not guarantee
for a sequence to be a complex moment one. The right-hand term gives
this but with some constraint on a measure, cf. (iii). Positive definite
extendibility to the middle term of (22) is precisely what is equivalent for
a sequence to be a complex moment one (Theorem 1). On the other hand,
positive definiteness on the middle term N+ does not imply that the
sequence will have an integral representation as in (1) for all (m, n) # N+ .
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For example, consider the positive definite sequence [$m+n, 0]m+n0 on
N+ (indeed, if there existed a positive Borel measure + on C* such that
$m+n, 0=C* zmz n+(dz) for m+n0, then 0=$1+1, 0=C* |z|2 +(dz) would
imply +=0, which is impossible). However, positive definite sequences on
N+ have the following integral representation.
Proposition 6. A sequence [cm, n]m+n0 is positive definite on N+ if
and only if there exist positive Borel measures + on C* and & on T such that
cm, n=|
C*
zmz n+(dz)+$m+n, 0 |
T
zmz n&(dz), m+n0. (23)
Proof. If (23) holds, then [cm, n]m+n0 is positive definite on N+ as the
sum of two positive definite sequences (use the fact that [$m+n, 0]m+n0 is
a *-character of N+).
Suppose [cm, n]m+n0 is positive definite on N+ . Then analysis similar
to that in the proof of Theorem 1 (replace c~ m, n by cm, n) shows that there
is a positive Borel measure \ on R_T such that
cm, n=|
R_T
rm+nzm&n\(dr, dz)
=|
R*_T
(rz)m (rz)n \(dr, dz)+$m+n, 0 |
[0]_T
zm&n\(dr, dz)
=|
C*
wmw n+(dw)+$m+n, 0 |
T
zmz n&(dz), m+n0,
where the measures + and & are transported from the appropriate parts
of \. K
Remark 7. Proposition 6 shows that the *-semigroup N+ is semiper-
fect, which means that for each positive definite sequence [cm, n]m+n0
there is a positive Borel measure + on N+@ such that
cm, n=|
@N+
/(m, n) +(d/), m+n0, (24)
where N+@ is the topological *-semigroup of all *-characters of N+
equipped with topology of pointwise convergence and with pointwise
defined *-semigroup operations.
To see this we have to identify N+@ topologically and algebraically. Set
u=(1, 0) and v=(1, &1). It is easily seen that for every (m, n) # N+ there
are m$, n$0 and p # Z such that (m, n)=m$u+n$u*+ pv (in other words,
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N+=N+G, where G=[(m, n) # Z2; m+n=0] is a subgroup of N+).
Utilizing this fact, one can show that the mapping 5: N+@  C_T defined
by 5(/)=(/(u), /(v)) is a topological and *-semigroup isomorphism of N+@
onto 5(N+@ )=([0]_T) _ 0, where 0=[(z, z z &1); z # C*]. The *-charac-
ters of N+ can be described as follows: 5&1(z, z z &1)(m, n)=zmz n and
5&1(0, w)(m, n)=$m+n, 0w(m&n)2 for z{0, w # T and m+n0; w(m&n)2
can be understood as (- w )m&n where - } : T  T is a measurable branch
of square root. Both integral representations (23) and (24) of positive
definite sequences on N+ are easily seen to be equivalent via appropriate
measure transports.
In general, complex moment sequences are not extendible to positive
definite ones on Z though their representing measures may have support in
C*.
Example 8. Set
cm, n =
df 2?
m+n+2
$m, n , m, n0.
Then [cm, n]m, n=0 is a complex moment sequence with a representing
measure +=the Lebesgue measure on [z # C; 0<|z|1], which is not
extendible to a positive definite sequence on Z. Indeed, otherwise, by
[8, Theorem 1], there is a positive Borel measure & on C representing our
sequence and such that
the functions z [ |z|&k, k1, are &-integrable on C. (25)
Since the sequence [cm, n]m, n=0 is bounded, it has a unique representing
measure (cf. [46, Section 8]). Hence &=+, which contradicts (25).
6. In this section we discuss the question of when a function . defined
on a *-subsemigroup T of a *-semigroup S extends to a positive definite
function on S; this is what, because of Theorem 1, we would like to know.
We have found a necessary and sufficient condition for . to be extendible
in case all hermitian elements of S are in T. Given a subset X of S, we
denote by Xh the set of all hermitian elements in X, i.e., Xh =
df [s # X; s=s*].
Theorem 9. Let T be a *-subsemigroup of a *-semigroup (S, } , *) with
unit = such that Sh/T. Then for any .: T  C, the following conditions are
equivalent:
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(i) . extends to a positive definite function on S;
(ii) for every positive integer N and for every function f : S  CN of
finite support such that7
:
u=t*s
s, t # S
( f (s), f (t)) =0, u # S"T, (26)
the following inequality holds:
:
t*s # T
s, t # S
.(t*s)( f (s), f (t))0. (27)
Proof. Notice first that = is also a unit of T. Indeed, since =* is a unit
of S, we get ===* # Sh/T.
Let C[S] be the free complex *-algebra over S, i.e., C[S] is the set of
all functions f : S  C of finite support [s # S; f (s){0], equipped with
pointwise defined linear operations, with multiplication
f Cg(u)= :
u=st
s, t # S
f (s) g(t), f, g # C[S], u # S,
and with involution
f *(s)=f (s*), f # C[S], s # S.
Denote by $s , s # S, the member of C[S] given by $s(t)=0 for t{s and
$s(t)=1 for t=s. It is clear that f =s # S f (s) $s for every f # C[S] and
that $= is the unit of C[S]. Set C[S]h=[h # C[S]; h=h*]. In the sequel,
we identify C[T] with the *-subalgebra [ f # C[S]; f (s)=0, \s # S"T] of
C[S].
Denote by P the convex cone generated by the set [ f * C f : f # C[S]].
Then
C[S]h=C[T]h+P. (28)
To show (28) we proceed by induction on n1: Every f # C[S]h, whose
support X contains n points, belongs to C[T]h+P. Since f # C[S]h, the
set X is symmetric,8 i.e., X*=X. If n=1, then f =*$u with * # R and
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u # Sh/Th, so f # C[T]h . If n=2, then either f =*$s++$t with *, + # R
and s, t # Sh/Th, so f # C[T]h , or f =*$u+* $u* with * # C and u # S.
Since u*u # Sh/Th and
($=+*$u)* C ($=+*$u)=$=+|*|2 $u*u+ f,
we conclude that f # C[T]h+P.
Assume now that g # C[T]h+P for every g # C[S]h whose support
contains at most n&1 points (n3). If there exists u # X such that u=u*,
then Y =df X"[u] satisfies Y=Y*. Hence g =df s # Y f (s) $s # C[S]h which,
according to the induction assumption, leads to g # C[T]h+P. Since
h =df f (u) $u # C[T]h, we conclude that f = g+h # C[T]h+P. If s{s* for
every s # X, then, picking some u # X, one can check that Z =df X"[u, u*]
has the property Z*=Z. Consequently f1 =
df s # Z f (s) $s # C[S]h . There-
fore, once more by the induction assumption, f1 # C[T]h+P. However, by
what has been proved in the previous paragraph, we see that
f2 =
df f (u) $u+f (u) $u* # C[T]h+P.
Thus f =f1+ f2 # C[T]h+P, which completes the proof of (28).
Since [$s # C[S]; s # T] is a linear basis of C[T], there exists a unique
linear functional 8: C[T]  C such that 8($s)=.(s) for s # T. Notice that
8 is non-negative on P & C[T]h=P & C[T] if and only if . satisfies (ii).
Indeed, if f =( f1 , ..., fN) : S  CN is of finite support, then h =
df
Nj=1 f j* C fj belongs to C[T] if and only if (26) holds; if this is the case,
then 8(h) is equal to the left-hand side of the inequality (27).
(i) O (ii). If : S  C is a positive definite extension of . and
9: C[S]  C is the unique linear functional such that 9($s)=(s) for
s # S, then 9 extends 8. Since  is positive definite, we conclude that 9
is non-negative on P. Thus 8 is non-negative on P & C[T]h, which is
equivalent to (ii).
(ii) O (i). Notice first that . is positive definite (because if N=1 and
f # C[T], then (26) holds and (27) is just what is required for . to be
positive definite). This and the fact that T has unit imply .(s*)=.(s) for
s # T (cf. [21 p. 20]). Consequently 8( f *)=8( f ) for every f # C[T]. In
particular, the functional
8h =
df 8| C[T]h : C[T]h  R
is R-linear. Summarizing, P is a convex cone in the R-linear space C[S]h
such that C[T]h+P=C[S]h and 8h is the R-linear functional which is
non-negative on P & C[T]h . By the Krein theorem (cf. [12], see also
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[5, Cor. 1.2.7]), there exists a R-linear extension 9h : C[S]h  R of 8h
which is non-negative on P. Since
f =
f +f *
2
+i
f & f *
2i
# C[S]h+iC[S]h , f # C[S],
we have the equality C[S]=C[S]h+iC[S]h, so there exists a unique C-
linear extension 9: C[S]  C of 9h (set 9(g+ih) =
df 9h(g)+i9h(h) for
g, h # C[S]h). However, 9 is non-negative on P, so the function : S  C
defined by (s)=9($s) for s # S is positive definite. Finally,  extends .,
because 9 does 8. This completes the proof. K
Remark 10. Condition (ii) of Theorem 9 can be also formulated in
terms of positive definite kernels. Given a set X, we call a function
}: X_X  C a kernel on X. The kernel } is said to be positive definite if
:
x, y # X
}(x, y) *(x) *( y)0 for any *: X  C of finite support.
By the KolmogorovAronszajn factorization theorem (cf. [2, 21, Cor. 5.1]),
the kernel } is positive definite if and only if there exist a complex Hilbert
space H and a function f : X  H such that }(x, y)=( f (x), f ( y)) for
x, y # X and such that H is the closed linear span of f (X ). One can easily
deduce from the above that } is of finite support if and only if is also f; if
this is the case, then H=CN for some N. Consequently, condition (ii) of
Theorem 9 is equivalent to
(ii$) For every positive definite kernel } on S of finite support such
that
:
u=t*s
s, t # S
}(s, t)=0, u # S"T,
the following inequality holds;
:
t*s # T
s, t # S
.(t*s) }(s, t)0.
Our main application of Theorem 9 is the following characterization of
the complex moment problem.
Theorem 11. A sequence [cm, n]m, n=0 is a complex moment sequence if
and only if
:
m+q, n+ p0
m+n, p+q0
cm+q, n+ p(*m, n , *p, q)0,
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for every N1 and for every finite sequence [*m, n]m+n0/CN such that
:
m+q=k, n+ p=l
m+n, p+q0
(*m, n , *p, q) =0, k+l0, k } l<0.
Proof. This follows from Theorems 1 and 9 applied to T=N and
S=N+ (because Sh/T). K
7. Let us make some comments concerning Theorem 9. Note first that
if .~ : S  C is any (not necessarily positive definite) extension of .,
thenreplacing . by .~ in (27)we get yet another equivalent form of
condition (ii) in Theorem 9; inequality (27) then takes the form
:
s, t # S
.~ (t*s)( f (s), f (t))0.
In general, positive definiteness is not sufficient for . to be extendible to
a positive definite function on S.
Example 12. Set S=N+ and T=N. Then Sh/T. According to
Section 5, there exists a positive definite sequence [cm, n]m,n=0 on N, which
is not a complex moment one. By Theorem 1 the sequence [cm, n]m, n=0
does not extend to a positive definite one on S.
On the other hand, the condition (26), which resembles the ‘‘boundary’’
condition, is indispensable in Theorem 9.
Example 13. Let S=N+ , T=N and z # C be a fourth root of 1. Set
(m, n)=zmz n for (m, n) # N+ (#1 for z=1). Then (N+)h/N and  is
positive definite (in fact  is a *-character of N+). Thus . =
df |N satisfies
(ii). Set N=1 and f =$(0, 0)+$(&2, 2)&$ (0, 4) # C[N+]. Then f does not
satisfy (26), because the left-hand side of the equality in (26) coincides with
f * C f (u) and
f * C f = g+$(&2, 2)+$(2, &2)
with
g =df 2$(0, 0)+$(4, 4)&$(0, 4)&$(4, 0)&2$(2, 2) # C[N]h .
Let 8: C[N]  C be a unique linear functional such that 8($(m, n))=
.(m, n) for (m, n) # N. Then the left-hand side of the inequality in (27) is
equal to 8(g)=&1.
Example 13 is optimum taking into account . (even .#1 is allowed),
N, and the maximum of numbers of points of support of fj , 1 jN,
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where f =( f1 , ..., fN) (if the maximum is less than or equal to 2, then (27)
is satisfied by any . which extends to a positive definite function on S
independently of whether (26) holds).
Theorem 9 is no longer true without assuming Sh/T. (Example 14 also
shows that the Krein theorem fails to be true if (28) does not hold.)
Example 14. Let S=Z and T=N. Then Sh 3 T. Set
.(m, n) =df
2?
m+n+2
$m, n , (m, n) # N.
We know that
.(m, n)=|
0<|z| 1
zmz n+(dz), (m, n) # N,
where + is the Lebesgue measure on [z # C; 0<|z|1], and that . does
not extend to a positive definite function on Z (see Example 8). We show
that . satisfies condition (ii) of Theorem 9. Indeed, if f =( f1 , ..., fN) is of
finite support and satisfies (26), then
:
N
j=1 } :m, n z
mz nf j (m, n)}
2
=:
k, l
zkz l :
n+ p=l
m+q=k
( f (m, n), f ( p, q))
= :
k, l0
zkz l :
n+ p=l
m+q=k
( f (m, n), f ( p, q))
= :
n+ p0
m+q0
zm+qz n+ p( f (m, n), f ( p, q)) , z # C*.
Consequently, we have
:
n+ p0
m+q0
.(m+q, n+ p)( f (m, n), f ( p, q))
=|
0<|z| 1
:
N
j=1 } :m, n z
mz nfj (m, n) }
2
+(dz)0.
OPERATOR CASE
8. In this section we prove a result of purely operator nature which,
besides being primarily interesting for itself, is useful in proofs of operator
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versions of theorems of Devinatz and Bisgaard as well as in the proof of
Theorem 44.
B(H) stands for the C*-algebra of all bounded operators9 on a complex
Hilbert space H. IH , or briefly I, denotes the identity operator on H.
Given an operator A in H, we write D(A), N(A), and R(A) for the
domain, the kernel, and the range of A, respectively. All facts concerning
the Cayley transform of a symmetric operator we need in this paper can be
found in [29].
The following theorem generalizes various results on symmetric
operators affiliated with W*-algebras, which have been proved previously
under stronger assumptions in diverse circumstances (cf. [37], [18, Cor. 3],10
[20, Prop. 4], [36]; see also [25] and [26] for the case of dissipative
operators). The proof of Theorem 15 is based on an idea of extending sym-
metric operators to selfadjoint ones taken from [1, Vol. II] (see also
[43, Prop. 1]).
Theorem 15. Suppose H is a complex Hilbert space, S is a symmetric
operator in H, and A is a C*-subalgebra of B(H) such that IH # A and
AS/SA for every A # A. Then there exist a complex Hilbert space K#H,
a selfadjoint operator T in K extending S and a *-representation
\: A  B(K) such that \(IH)=IK , A/\(A), and \(A)T/T\(A) for
every A # A. Moreover,
(i) if R(S) is dense in H, then N(T )=[0],
(ii) if S0, then K=H, T0 and \(A)=A for each A # A.
Proof. Without any loss of generality we may assume that S is closed.
Let K=H_H be the orthogonal sum of H by itself. We identify H with
the closed subspace H_[0] of K. Define \: A  B(K) by \(A)=AA
for A # A. Then \ is a *-representation of A in K such that \(IH)=IK
and A/\(A) for every A # A (the latter implies that ker \=[0]).
Let V=(S&iIH)(S+iIH)&1 be the Cayley transform of S. Take a
unitary element U of A. Since U* # A, we conclude from US/SU and
U*S/SU* that US=SU. This, in turn, implies that U(S\iIH)=
(S\iIH)U, U&1(S\iIH)=(S\iIH) U&1 and U(S\iIH)&1=(S\iIH)&1 U.
Hence
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UV=VU, UV&1=V&1U, (29)
UR\=R\ , (30)
where R\=R(S\iIH). Since U is unitary, we have (SU )*=U*S*=
U&1S*. This and US=SU yield U(S*\iIH)=(S*\iIH)U and U&1(S*\iIH)
=(S*\iIH)U&1. Thus
UN\=N\ , (31)
where N\=N(S*\iIH).
Since H=R+N&=R& N+ and V maps unitarily R+ onto R& ,
we can define the unitary operator W: K  K by
W(r+n& , r&n+)
=(Vr+ n+ , V&1r&n&), n\ # N\ , r\ # R\ . (32)
Then, by (29), (30), (31), and (32), we have
\(U) W(r+n& , r&n+)
=(UVr+Un+ , UV&1r& Un&)
=(VUr+Un+ , V&1Ur& Un&)
=W\(U)(r+ n& , r&n+), n\ # N\ , r\ # R\ ,
which means that
\(U )W=W\(U ). (33)
Since V is the Cayley transform of S, the space R(IH&V)=R(IH&V&1)
is dense in H. It follows from (32) that (IK&W)(R+_[0])=
R(IH&V)_[0] and (IK&W)([0]_R&)=[0]_R(IH&V&1). There-
fore R(IK&W) is dense in K. Hence there is a unique selfadjoint operator
T in K such that W is the Cayley transform of T. By (33), we have
\(U )(IK&W)&1=(IK&W )&1 \(U ). This and the equality T=
i(IK+W)(IK&W )&1 imply
\(U )T=T\(U ) for every unitary element U of A. (34)
Since each C*-algebra is linearly spanned by its unitary elements, we con-
clude from (34) that \(A)T/T\(A) for every A # A. Finally, according to
(32), we have V/W, which in turn implies S/T. This completes the proof
of the first part of the conclusion.
(i) Since R(S)=H and S=i(IH+V )(IH&V )&1, we see that
R(IH+V)=R(IH+V&1) is dense in H. However, by (32), we have
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(IK+W )(R+_[0])=R(IH+V)_[0] and (IK+W )([0]_R&)=[0]_
R(IH+V&1), so R(IK+W) is dense in K. This and the equality
T=i(IK+W )(IK&W )&1 imply that R(T) is dense in K. Since T is
selfadjoint, we have N(T )=[0].
(ii) Here we follow an idea used in the proof of [34, Theorem 1] (see
also [27]). Since S0, there exist a complex Hilbert space K and an
operator 3: H#D(S)  K such that R(3)=K and (Sf, g) =(3f, 3g)
for f, g # D(S). Then clearly 3 is closable, T =df 3*(3*)* is a positive
selfadjoint operator in H and S=3*3/T (in fact T is the smallest
positive selfadjoint extension of S, cf. [34, Corollary 3]). Take a unitary
element U of A. As US=SU and, in particular, U(D(S))=D(S), we
obtain
(3Uf, 3Ug)=(SUf, Ug) =(USf, Ug)
=(Sf, g)=(3f, 3g) , f, g # D(S).
Consequently there is a unique unitary operator U : R(3)  R(3) such
that U 3=3U0 , where U0=U|D(S) . Since U and U0 are unitary operators,
we get U*3*=3*U *, U (3*)*=(3*)* U and U3*=3*U with U =the
closure of U . This, in turn, implies
UT=U3*(3*)*=3*U (3*)*=3*(3*)* U=TU.
Once more, according to the fact that any C*-algebra is linearly spanned
by its unitary elements, we conclude that AT/TA for every A # A. This
completes the proof. K
Corollary 16. Suppose H is a complex Hilbert space, S is a closed
symmetric operator in H, and U # B(H) is a unitary operator such that
US=SU. Then there are a complex Hilbert space K#H, a selfadjoint
operator T in K, and a unitary operator U # B(K) such that S/T, U/U
and U T=TU . Moreover,
(i) if R(S) is dense in H, then N(T )=[0],
(ii) if S0, then K=H, T0 and U =U.
Proof. Apply Theorem 15 to the C*-algebra A generated by U and
IH , and set U =
df \(U ). K
9. In this section we show that the Devinatz theorem holds for ses-
quilinear form valued sequences (this is the right context for unbounded
subnormals, in particular). As to spectral theory for operators in complex
Hilbert space, which we need in the sequel, we refer to [45, 48, 3, 29, 51,
7, 1], while for the sources of dilation theory we refer to [49] and [21].
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Concerning spectral theory, we will exploit in the sequel, among other
things, the following useful fact
Lemma 17. Let (0, A) be a measure space, E: A  B(H) be a spectral
measure, and :, ;: 0  C be A-measurable functions. If f # D(0 :(|)
E(d|)) and g # D(0 ;(|) E(d|)), then 0 |:;| \(d|)<, where \ is the
total variation measure of the complex measure (E( } ) f, g) , and
|0 :(|) E(d|) f, |0 ;(|) E(d|) g=|0 :(|) ;(|)(E(d|) f, g).
Suppose S is a multiplicative *-semigroup and E is a complex linear
space. A mapping .: S_E_E is said to be a form over (S, E) if .(s; } , &)
is sesquilinear for every s # S (cf. [46]); F(S, E) stands for the linear space
of all forms over (S, E). The translation operator {t on F(S, E), t # S, is
defined by
({t .)(s; } , &)=.(st; } , &), . # F(S, E), s # S.
We say that . # F(S, E) is positive definite if
:
s, t # S
.(t*s; f (s), f (t))0 for any f : S  E of finite support.
Given a complex Hilbert space H, we say that . # F(S, H) is induced by
operator function if there is .~ : S  B(H) such that .( } ; f, g)=(.~ ( } ) f, g)
for f, g # H.
Denote by B(X ) the _-algebra of all Borel subsets of a topological
Hausdorff space X. B(X) is a *-semigroup with multiplication _ } {=_ & {
and involution _*=_ (cf. [21]). We say that a form + # F(B(X ), E) is a
semispectral measure if for every f # E, +( } ; f, f ) is a positive measure. If
+ # F(B(X ), E) is a semispectral measure, then each +( } ; f, g), f, g # E, is a
complex measure and + is a positive definite form over (B(X ), E) (see the
proof of Proposition 2.1 in [22]). According to the Naimark dilation
theorem (cf. [17; 22, Prop. 2.1]), + # F(B(X ), E) is a semispectral measure
if and only if there are a complex Hilbert space K, an operator 3: E  K,
and a spectral measure E: B(X )  B(K) such that
+( } ; f, g)=(E( } ) 3f, 3g) , f, g # E.
Let D be a complex inner product space. Denote by L(D) the algebra of
all operators A: D  D; the identity operator on D, denoted by ID , is its
unit. The notation L*(D) stands for the *-algebra of all operators
A # L(D) for which there exists A* # L(D) such that (Af, g) =( f, A*g)
for f, g # D; the mapping A [ A* is the involution on L*(D).
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Lemma 18. If S has a unit =, H is a complex Hilbert space and
. # F(S, H) is positive definite, then the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) .(=; } , &) is a bounded sesquilinear form,
(ii) . is induced by operator function.
Proof. (i) O (ii). Since . is positive definite, there are (cf. [46, Section
4]) a complex Hilbert space K, a dense linear subspace F of K, an
operator 3: H  F, and a *-semigroup homomorphism 6: S  L*(F)
such that
.( } ; f, g)=(6( } ) 3f, 3g) , f, g # H.
In particular .(=; f, g)=(3f, 3g) for f, g # H. This and (i) imply that 3
is a bounded operator. Since each 6(s) is closable and R(3)/D(6(s)),
the operator 6(s)3 is closed. By the closed graph theorem, 6(s)3 is
bounded. Consequently, .~ (s) =df 3*6(s)3 is bounded for every s # S as
well. Since .( } ; f, g)=(.~ ( } ) f, g) for f, g # H, the proof is complete. K
Theorem 19. Let . be a form over (D, E). Then
(i) the form . is positive definite if and only if there is a semispectral
measure + # F(B(R_T), E) such that
.((m, n); f, g)=|
R_T
rmzn+(dr, dz; f, g), (m, n) # D, f, g # E, (35)
(ii) the forms . and {(1, 0) . are positive definite if and only if there is
a semispectral measure + # F(B(R+_T), E) such that
.((m, n); f, g)=|
R+_T
rmzn+(dr, dz; f, g), (m, n) # D, f, g # E. (36)
Moreover, if either (35) or (36) holds, E is a complex Hilbert space and
.((0, 0); } , &) is a bounded sesquilinear form, then . and + are induced by
operator functions.
Proof. (i) If condition (35) holds, then, by the Naimark dilation
theorem, there exist a complex Hilbert space K, an operator 3: E  K
and a spectral measure E: B(R_T)  B(K) such that +( } ; f, g)=
(E( } ) 3f, 3g) for f, g # E. Set s^(r, z)=rmzn for s=(m, n) # D and
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(r, z) # R_T. Then (s+t)@ =s^t and s*@= s^ for s, t # D. Since R(3)/
D( s^ dE) for s # D, one can deduce from (35), using Lemma 17, that
:
s, t # D
.(t*+s; f (s), f (t))=" :s # D | s^ dE 3f (s)"
2
0,
for any f : D  E of finite support.
Suppose . is positive definite. Then there are (cf. [46, Section 4]) a
complex Hilbert space H, a dense linear subspace F of H, an operator
3: E  F and a *-semigroup homomorphism 6: D  L*(F) such that
.( } ; f, g)=(6( } ) 3f, 3g) for f, g # E. Set S0=6(1, 0) and U0=6(0, 1).
It is clear that S *0 =S0 , U
*
0 U0=U0U
*
0 =IF and U0S0=S0U0 . Then
one can show that S =df S0 is a closed symmetric operator in H,
U =df U0 # B(H) is unitary and US=SU. By Corollary 16, there are a
complex Hilbert space K#H, a selfadjoint operator T in K, and a
unitary operator U # B(K) such that S/T, U/U and U T=TU . The
latter equality is equivalent to the fact that spectral measures of T and U
commute. Let E: B(R_T)  B(K) be the product of these spectral
measures. Set
+( } ; f, g) =df (E( } ) 3f, 3g) , f, g # E.
Then
.((m, n); f, g)=(S m0 U
n
03f, 3g) =(T
mU n3f, 3g)
=|R_T rmznE(dr, dz) 3f, 3g
=|
R_T
rmzn+(dr, dz; f, g), (m, n) # D, f, g # E,
which proves (35).
(ii) We preserve the notations from (i). If (36) holds, then (once
more by Lemma 17) for any f : D  E of finite support, we have
:
s, t # D
{(1, 0).(t*+s; f (s), f (t))=|
R+_T
r(E(dr, dz) g, g) 0,
where g =df s # D  s^ dE 3f (s). Conversely, if . and {(1, 0). are positive
definite, then for any f : D  E of finite support, we get
(S0 h, h)= :
s, t # D
{(1, 0) .(t*+s; f (s), f (t))0,
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where h =df s # D 6(s) 3f (s). Since F can always be chosen to be equal
to the linear span of 6(D) 3E, the operator S=S0 is non-negative. The
rest of the proof of necessity runs as in (i), by applying part (ii) of
Corollary 16.
The remaining part of the conclusion follows from Lemma 18 as
.((0, 0); f, g)=+(X; f, g) with X=R_T or X=R+_T, respectively. K
Remark 20. Notice that if forms . and {(1, 0) . over (D, E) are positive
definite, then the form  # F(D, E), defined by
((m, n); f, g)={.((m2, n); f, g)0
for m # 2N, n # Z
for m # 2N+1, n # Z,
f, g # E,
is positive definite too. This, when combined with part (i) of Theorem 19,
leads to an integral representation of the form (36).
The next result is the basic ingredient in the proof of operator version of
Bisgaard’s theorem. Below E stands for the *-semigroup Z_Z with coor-
dinatewise addition as semigroup operation and involution (m, n)*=
(m, &n).
Theorem 21. A form . over (E, E) is positive definite if and only if there
is a semispectral measure + # F(B(R*_T), E) such that
.((m, n); f, g)=|
R*_T
rmzn+(dr, dz; f, g), m, n # Z, f, g # E. (37)
Moreover, if (37) holds, E is a complex Hilbert space and .((0, 0); } , &) is
a bounded sesquilinear form, then . and + are induced by operator functions.
Proof. We can repeat the proof of part (i) of Theorem 19 replacing D
by E. Then S06(&1, 0)=IF implies that R(S) is dense in H. We can now
apply part (i) of Corollary 16. K
10. We are now in a position to formulate the operator version of
Theorem 1. Below, as usual, E is a complex linear space.
Theorem 22. A form . over (N, E) extends to a positive definite form
over (N+ , E) if and only if there is a semispectral measure + # F(B(C), E)
such that
.((m, n); f, g)=|
C
zmz n+(dz; f, g), m, n0, f, g # E. (38)
Moreover, if (38) holds, E is a complex Hilbert space and .((0, 0); } , &) is
a bounded sesquilinear form, then . and + are induced by operator functions.
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Proof. We can repeat all but one argument involved in the proof of
Theorem 1, using Theorem 19 instead of Theorem 2. Only positive definite-
ness of the form  # F(N+ , E) (which is an operator counterpart of the
second summand of the right hand side of the equality in (14)) defined by
((m, n); f, g) =df |
C*
zmz n+(dz; f, g), (m, n) # N+ , f, g # E,
requires different proof which can go like that of sufficiency in part (i) of
Theorem 19 (use once more the Naimark dilation theorem and Lemma
17). K
Proposition 6 as well as Remark 7 have their operator counterparts. The
first of them we state explicitly; its proof runs as that of Proposition 6, the
only difference being in applying Theorem 19 instead of Theorem 2 and in
using new arguments mentioned in the proof of Theorem 22.
Proposition 23. A form . over (N+ , E) is positive definite if and only
if there are semispectral measures + # F(B(C*), E) and & # F(B(T), E) such
that
.((m, n); f, g)=|
C*
zmz n+(dz; f, g)+$m+n, 0 |
T
zmz n&(dz; f, g)
for m+n0 and f, g # E.
Theorem 24. A form . over (Z, E) is positive definite if and only if there
is a semispectral measure + # F(B(C*), E) such that
.((m, n); f, g)=|
C*
zmz n+(dz; f, g), m, n # Z, f, g # E. (39)
Moreover, if (39) holds, E is a complex Hilbert space and .((0, 0); } , &) is
a bounded sesquilinear form, then . and + are induced by operator functions.
Proof. Here are two possibilities: Either Theorem 24 can be deduced
from Theorem 22, cf. Remark 40, or the proof may go the way as that of
Theorem 1 of [8] does except that one has to use our Theorem 21 instead
of Proposition 1 of [8] and apply arguments mentioned in the proof of our
Theorem 22. K
In fact, Theorem 24 extends Bisgaard’s theorem [8] to the operator
context.
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11. Our next goal is to formulate and prove the operator version of
Theorem 9. As is shown in Section 13 this procedure is not automatic. The
main reason is that the space of all sesquilinear forms on a linear space D
(which is linearly isomorphic to the space of all antilinear operators form
D into the algebraic dual of D) is not an algebra. On the other hand, if we
allow D to be a complex Hilbert space, then the space of all bounded ses-
quilinear forms on D, as being linearly isomorphic to B(D), is an algebra
which for our purpose appears to be too large. It turns out that the best
solution, in both cases, is to consider the algebra F*(D) of finite rank
operators in L*(D). Then the *-algebra C[S] considered in the scalar
case is replaced by F*(D) C[S].
In this section we discuss some properties of finite rank operators in
L*(D) (see the paragraph preceding Lemma 18 for definition of L*(D)),
where D is a fixed complex inner product space. Denote by B*(D) the
space of all A # L*(D) which are bounded operators. Set
F*(D) =
df [A # L*(D); dim R(A)<].
Given f, g # D, we denote by f  g the operator from D into D which is
defined by
( f  g)(h)=(h, g) f, h # D.
The definition of f  g depends on the inner product ( } , &); in the sequel
we indicate this dependence if necessary. Notice that if D is a Hilbert space,
then, by the closed graph theorem, we have L*(D)=B*(D)=B(D) and
A*=A* for A # L*(D).
Let us list some properties of the objects defined above.
Proposition 25. Let D be a complex inner product space.
(i) f  g # F*(D) and ( f  g)*= g  f for f, g # D.
(ii) A( f  g)=(Af )  g and ( f  g)A= f  A*g for f, g # D
and A # L*(D).
(iii) ( f  g)(u  v)=(u, g) f  v for f, g, u, v # D.
(iv) The mapping D2 % ( f, g) [ f  g # F*(D) is sesquilinear.
(v) If A # F*(D) and [ej]nj=1/D is an orthonormal basis of some
superspace of R(A), then A=nj=1 ej  A
*ej .
(vi) F*(D) is linearly spanned by [ f  g : f, g # D].
(vii) If [e:]: # 7 is a linear basis of D, then [e:  e;]:, ; # 7 is a linear
basis of F*(D).
(viii) B*(D) is a *-subalgebra of L*(D); &A*&=&A& for A #
B*(D).
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(ix) F*(D)/B*(D); & f  g&=& f & &g& for f, g # D.
(x) F*(D) is a *-ideal in B*(D) and in L*(D).
Proof. The proof of (i)(iv) is left to the reader.
(v) Since [ej]nj=1 is an orthonormal basis of a superspace of R(A),
we get
Af = :
n
j=1
(Af, ej) ej= :
n
j=1
( f, A*ej) ej= :
n
j=1
(ej  A*ej)( f ), f # D.
(vi) follows from (i) and (v).
(vii) By (vi), the space F*(D) is linearly spanned by [e:  e; ;
:, ; # 7]. If :, ; *:, ;e:  e;=0, where [*:, ; ; :, ; # 7]/C is of finite
support, then
:
: h, :; *:, ;e; e:= ::, ; *:, ;e:  e;(h)=0, h # D,
so ; *:, ;e;=0 for : # 7 and, consequently, *:, ;=0 for all :, ; # 7.
(viii) Take A # B*(D). Then &A*f &2=(AA*f, f ) &A& &A*f &
& f & for f # D. Hence &A*f &&A& & f & for f # D. This means that
A* # B*(D) and &A*&&A&. Replacing A by A* we get &A*&=&A&.
(ix) follows directly from the equality & f  g&=& f & &g& (whose
proof is left to the reader) and (v).
(x) It is clear that F*(D) is an ideal in B*(D) and in L*(D). If
A # F*(D), then, by (i) and (v), we have A*=nj=1 (A
*ej) 
ej # F*(D). K
The space F*(D) depends itself on the choice of the inner product in
the infinite dimensional space D. However, by Proposition 25(vii), linear
spaces F*(D1) and F*(D2) are linearly isomorphic, provided the inner
product spaces D1 and D2 are of the same linear dimension. The following
fact, a proof of which is left to the reader, sheds some light on this ques-
tion.
Proposition 26. Let D be a complex linear space and let ( } , &)1 and
( } , &) 2 be inner products on D. Denote by Dj the inner product space
(D, ( } , &) j), j=1, 2. Then the following conditions are equivalent
(a) F*(D1)/F
*(D2) (resp. F*(D1)=F*(D2)),
(b) there is an operator A # L(D) (resp. an invertible operator
A # L(D)) such that ( f, g) 1=(Af, g) 2 for f, g # D.
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If (b) holds, then the operator A: D1  D2 is closed (resp. the operators
A: D1  D2 and A&1: D2  D1 are closed ). If D is infinite dimensional, then
the inner product ( } , &) 2 can be chosen so that F*(D1){F*(D2).
12. We are now in a position to formulate an operator version of
Theorem 9.
Theorem 27. Let T be a *-subsemigroup of a *-semigroup (S, } , *) with
unit = such that Sh/T. Let D be a complex inner product space. Then for
any . # F(T, D), the following conditions are equivalent
(i) . extends to a positive definite form over (S, D),
(ii) for every integer N1 and for all functions f1 , ..., fN : S  D of
finite support such that
:
u=t*s
s, t # S
:
N
j=1
fj (s)  f j (t)=0, u # S"T, (40)
the following inequality holds
:
t*s # T
s, t # S
:
N
j=1
.(t*s; f j (s), f j (t))0. (41)
As an important consequence of Theorem 27 we get
Theorem 28. Let T be a *-subsemigroup of a *-semigroup (S, } , *) with
unit = such that Sh/T. Let D be a complex linear space. A form
. # F(T, D) extends to a positive definite form over (S, D) if and only if
for every finite dimensional subspace F of D, the form .F =
df
.|T_F_F # F(T, F) extends to a positive definite form over (S, F ).
Proof. To prove the ‘‘if ’’ part fix any inner product ( } , &) on D. Take
functions fj : S  D, 1 jN, of finite support which satisfy (40). Denote
by F the linear span of the set Nj=1 f j (S). Then dim F< and
:
u=t*s
s, t # S
:
N
j=1
fj (s) F f j (t)=0, u # S"T,
where F is built over the inner product space (F, ( } , &) |F_F). By our
assumption and Theorem 27, we have
:
t*s # T
s, t # S
:
N
j=1
.(t*s; f j (s), f j (t)) = :
t*s # T
s, t # S
:
N
j=1
.F (t*s; f j (s), f j (t))0.
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This means that condition (ii) of Theorem 27 is satisfied. Hence . extends
to a positive definite form over (S, D). This completes the proof. K
In fact, Theorem 27 deals with an arbitrary complex linear space D not
necessarily equipped with an inner product. The inner product is only a
technical tool needed to formulate condition (ii). Below we find a new form
of this condition, free of inner product and similar to condition (ii) of
Theorem 9.
Theorem 29. Let T be a *-subsemigroup of a *-semigroup (S, } , *) with
unit = such that Sh/T. Let D be a complex linear space. Then for any
. # F(T, D), the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) . extends to a positive definite form over (S, D),
(ii$) for all positive integers NM, for all functions *1 , ..., *M :
S  CN of finite support such that
:
u=t*s
s, t # S
(*k(s), *l (t)) =0, u # S"T, k, l=1, ..., M, (42)
and for every linearly independent sequence [ej]Mj=1 in D, the following
inequality holds:
:
M
k, l=1
:
t*s # T
s, t # S
.(t*s; ek , el)(*k(s), * l (t))0. (43)
If D is an inner product space, then conditions (i) and (ii$) are still equivalent
replacing linearly independent sequences [ej]Mj=1 by orthonormal ones.
Proof. According to Theorem 27, we have only to prove that (ii$) is
equivalent to (ii) of Theorem 27. Fix any inner product on D.
(ii$) O (ii). Suppose f j : S  D, 1 jN, are functions of finite sup-
port which satisfy (40). Let [ej]Mj=1 be an orthonormal basis of the linear
span of Nj=1 f j (S). Without any loss of generality, we can assume that
NM (set fj#0 for j=N+1, ..., M in case11 M>N ). Define *k : S  CN
by *k(s)=(( f1(s), ek) , ..., ( fN(s), ek) ) for k=1, ..., M and s # S. Since
fj (s)=Mk=1 ( f j (s), ek) ek , we get
:
M
k, l=1 \ :
u=t*s
s, t # S
(*k(s), *l (t))+ ek  el= :
u=t*s
s, t # S
:
N
j=1
fj (s)  fj (t). (44)
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However, by Proposition 25(vii), the set [ek  el]Mk, l=1 is linearly inde-
pendent in F*(D). Hence (40) and (44) imply (42). Since
:
t*s # T
s, t # S
:
N
j=1
.(t*s; fj (s), fj (t))= :
M
k, l=1
:
t*s # T
s, t # S
.(t*s; ek , el)(*k(s), * l (t)) , (45)
we conclude from (ii$) that (41) holds.
(ii) O (ii$). Let [ej]Mj=1 and *j : S  C
N be as in condition (ii$). Set
fj (s)=Mk=1 *k, j (s) ek , where *k(s)=(*k, 1(s), ..., *k, N(s)) for s # S, j=
1, ..., N and k=1, ..., M. One can check that (44) and (45) hold. It is clear
that (42) and (44) imply (40). According to (45), we deduce from (ii) that
(43) holds. This completes the proof. K
Remark 30. Similarly to Remark 10, one can show that condition (ii$)
of Theorem 29 is equivalent to
(ii") For every integer M1, for every positive definite kernel
K: S_S  B(CM) of finite support such that
:
u=t*s
s, t # S
K(s, t)=0, u # S"T,
and for every linearly independent sequence e=[ej]Mj=1 in D, the following
inequality holds,
Tr \ :
t*s # T
s, t # S
8e(t*s) K(t, s)+0,
with 8e(s) =
df
[.(s; ek , el)]Mk, l=1 for s # T; Tr (A) stands for the trace of a
matrix A.
We conclude this section with an operator version of Theorem 11.
Theorem 31. Let D be a complex linear space. If . # F(N, D), then the
following conditions are equivalent
(i) there is a semispectral measure + # F(B(C), D) satisfying (38)
with E=D,
(ii) for all positive integers NM, for all finite sequences
[* (1)m, n]m+n0 , ..., [*
(M)
m, n]m+n0 in C
N such that
:
m+q=i, n+ p= j
m+n, p+q0
(* (k)m, n , *
(l )
p, q)=0, i+ j0, i } j<0, k, l=1, ..., M,
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and for every linearly independent sequence [ej]Mj=1 in D, the following
inequality holds:
:
M
k, l=1
:
m+q, n+ p0
m+n, p+q0
.((m+q, n+p); ek , e l)(* (k)m, n , *
(l)
p, q)0.
If D is an inner product space, then conditions (i) and (ii) are still equivalent,
replacing linearly independent sequences [ej]Mj=1 by orthonormal ones.
Proof. This is a direct consequence of Theorems 22 and 29. K
13. Proof of Theorem 27. The main idea of the proof of Theorem 27 is
the same as that of Theorem 9. We have only to make some indispensable
changes and apply Lemmas 32, 33, and 34 below. The *-algebra C[S] is
replaced by tensor product F*(D)C[S] of *-algebras F*(D) and
C[S]. The multiplication C and involution (*) on F*(D)C[S] are
uniquely determined by the equalities
(A f ) C (B g)=(AB) ( f C g)
A, B # F*(D), f, g # C[S].
(A f )*=A*  f *
We identify algebraically F*(D)C[S] with the *-algebra F*(D)[S],
the set of all functions f: S  F*(D) of finite support, equipped with
pointwise defined linear operations, with multiplication
f C g(u)= :
u=st
s, t # S
f (s) g(t), f, g # F*(D)[S], u # S,
and with involution
f *(s)= f (s*)*, f # F*(D)[S], s # S.
Given s # S and A # F*(D), we denote by $s, A the member of F*(D)[S]
defined by $s, A(t)=0 for t{s and $s, A(t)=A for t=s. Then, as is easily
seen,
$s, A C $t, B=$st, AB
s, t # S, A, B # F*(D).
($s, A)*=$s*, A*
Moreover, for every f # F*(D)[S], we have f =s # S $s, f (s). The *-iso-
morphism between *-algebras F*(D)C[S] and F*(D)[S] is realized
by the mapping determined by (e:  e;)$s [ $s, e:  e; , where [e: ; : # 7]
is a linear basis of D (according to Proposition 25(vii), the set
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[(e:  e;)$s ; :, ; # 7, s # S] is a linear basis of F*(D)C[S]); the
*-isomorphism sends A$s into $s, A (A # F*(D), s # S).
Set F*(D)[S]h=[h # F*(D)[S]; h=h*]. In the sequel, we identify
F*(D)[T] with the *-subalgebra [f # F*(D)[S]; f (s)=0, \s # S"T] of
F*(D)[S].
Denote by P the convex cone generated by the set [ f * C f;
f # F*(D)[S]]. Let us fix e # D such that &e&=1 and define Pe to be the
convex cone generated by elements of the form f * C f with f =s # S (e 
g(s))$s , where g: S  D is of finite support. We now show that
Lemma 32. P=Pe.
Proof. Take f # F*(D)C[S]. By virtue of Proposition 25(vi), there
are A1 , ..., AN # F*(D) and pairwise distinct s1 , ..., sN # S (N1) such
that f =Nk=1 Ak$sk . Let [ej]
n
j=1/D be an orthonormal basis
of R(A1)+ } } } +R(AN). Then, by Proposition 25(v), we have Ak=
ni=1 ei  A
*
k ei for k=1, ..., N. This and Proposition 25(iii) imply
f * C f = :
N
k, l=1
:
n
i, j=1
((A*k ei  ei)$sk*) C ((ej  A
*
l ej)$sl)
= :
N
k, l=1
:
n
i, j=1
(ej , e i)(A*k ei  A
*
l ej)$sk*sl
= :
n
j=1
:
N
k, l=1
((e A*k ej)$sk)* C ((e  A
*
l ej)$sl)
= :
n
j=1
f j* C f j ,
where fj=Nk=1 (e  A
*
k ej)$sk . This completes the proof. K
The next step is to show
Lemma 33. (F*(D)C[S])h=P+(F*(D)C[T])h .
Proof. Bearing in mind the identification F*(D)C[S]#F*(D)[S],
we can repeat all but one arguments used in the proof of (28). The excep-
tional case is when f # F*(D)[S]h is of the form f =$s, A+$s*, A* with
s{s* and A # F*(D). Let [ej]nj=1 be an orthonormal basis of R(A). Set
B=nj=1 ej  ej # F
*(D). Then, by parts (i), (ii), (iii), and (v) of Proposi-
tion 25, we have B*=B=B2 and A=B*A. Thus
($=, B+$s, A)* C ($=, B+$s, A)=$=, B+$s*s, A*A+ f,
which, due to s*s # Sh/Th , yields f # P+F*(D)[T]h . K
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It turns out that F(S, D) is linearly isomorphic to (F*(D)C[S])$,
the algebraic dual of F*(D)C[S].
Lemma 34. There is a linear isomorphism S: F(S, D)  (F*(D)
C[S])$ such that S (( f  g)$s)=(s*; f, g) for  # F(S, D), f, g # D
and s # S. Moreover, if  # F(S, D) and . # F(T, D), then
(i)  is positive definite if and only if S 0 on P,
(ii) . satisfies (ii) of Theorem 27 if and only if T.0 on P &
(F*(D)C[T])h ,
(iii) T.(g)=T.(g*) for g # F*(D)C[T] provided . satisfies (ii) of
Theorem 27.
Proof. Take  # F(S, D) and fix a linear basis [e:]: # 7 of D. Since, by
Proposition 25(vii), [(e:  e;)$s ; :, ; # 7, s # S] is a linear basis of
F*(D)C[S], there is a unique linear functional S # (F*(D)C[S])$
such that
S ((e:  e;)$s)=(s*; e: , e;), :, ; # 7, s # S.
It is clear that S (( f  g)$s)=(s*; f, g) for f, g # D and s # S. The
mapping  [ S is a linear monomorphism. If 4 # (F*(D)C[S])$, then
4=S with (s; f, g)=4(( f  g)$s*) for f, g # D and s # S.
(i) Take f: S  D of finite support. Then
:
s, t # S
(t*s; f (s), f (t))
=S \ :s, t # S ( f (s)  f (t))$s*t+
=S \ :s, t # S (( f (s)  e)(e  f (t)))$s*t+
=S \\ :s # S (e  f (s))$s+
*
C :
t # S
(e  f (t))$t+ ,
so (i) follows from Lemma 32.
(ii) Take f # F*(D)[S]. Since, according to Lemma 32,
P & (F*(D)[T]h)=Pe & F*(D)[T],
we conclude that f belongs to P & (F*(D)[T]h) if and only if it is of the
form f =Nj=1 g j* C gj , where g j=s # S (e  f j (s))$s with fj : S  D
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having finite support, and f (u)=0 for every u # S"T. However, by iden-
tification A$s#$s, A(A # F*(D), s # S), we have
f (u)= :
u=s*t
s, t # S
:
N
j=1
gj (s)* gj (t)= :
u=s*t
s, t # S
:
N
j=1
( e  fj (s))* (e  f j (t))
= :
u=s*t
s, t # S
:
N
j=1
fj (s)  f j (t), u # S.
Therefore, in virtue of the equivalence u # S"T  u* # S"T, we come to
the conclusion that f belongs to P & (F*(D)[T]h) if and only if (40) holds.
We now calculate T.( f ). Note first that (40) implies
f = :
N
j=1
:
s, t # S
(( f j (s)  e)(e  f j (t)))$s*t
= :
u # S \ :
u=s*t
s, t # S
:
N
j=1
fj (s)  f j (t)+$u
= :
u # T \ :
u=s*t
s, t # S
:
N
j=1
f j (s)  fj (t)+$u
= :
s*t # T
s, t # S
:
N
j=1
( fj (s)  f j (t))$s*t .
Hence
T.( f )= :
s*t # T
s, t # S
:
N
j=1
.(t*s; fj (s), fj (t))= :
t*s # T
s, t # S
:
N
j=1
.(t*s; f j (s), f j (t)),
which completes the proof of (ii).
(iii) Substituting N=1 and f1 # DC[T] into part (ii) of Theorem
27 we deduce that . is positive definite. Since = # T, we get .(s*; f, g)=
.(s; g, f ) for s # T and f, g # D. Hence
T.(( f  g)$s)=T.((( f  g)$s)*), f, g # D, s # T,
which, by Proposition 25(vi), completes the proof of (iii). K
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APPLICATIONS: SUBNORMAL OPERATORS
14. Let A be a densely defined operator in a complex Hilbert space H.
The operator A is said to be subnormal if there is a complex Hilbert space
K and a normal operator N in it such that H/K, D(A)/D(N) and
Af =Nf for f # D(A). Setting D(A) =df n=0 D(A
n) we call an operator
A cyclic if there is a (cyclic) vector e # D(A) such that12 D(A)=[p(A)e;
p # C[Z]].
The question is how to characterize unbounded subnormal operators.
The following result (cf. [41, Proposition 3]) connects subnormality of
cyclic operators to the complex moment problem.
Theorem 35. A cyclic operator A with a cyclic vector e is subnormal if
and only if [(Ame, Ane)]m, n=0 is a complex moment sequence.
Theorems 1 and 11, when applied to Theorem 35, give us two answers
to the question. Below,
A: =
df AIC: , :1.
Corollary 36. Let A be a cyclic operator with a cyclic vector e. Then
the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) A is subnormal,
(ii) there is a sequence [c~ m, n]m+n0 satisfying (3) and such that
c~ m, n=(Ame, Ane) , m, n=0, 1, ...,
(iii) for every integer :1 and for every finite sequence [*m, n]m+n0
/C: such that
:
m+q=k, n+ p=l
m+n, p+q0
(*m,n , *p, q)=0, k+l0, k } l<0,
the following inequality holds:
:
m+q, n+ p0
m+n, p+q0
(Am+q: (e*m,n), A
n+ p
: (e*p, q))0.
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We now characterize (noncyclic) subnormal as well as formally normal
operators with invariant domains using ‘‘equalityimpliesinequality’’ type
condition (compare with [41, Th. 3] where ‘‘inequalityimpliesinequality’’
type condition has been utilized). In particular, Theorem 35 as well as
Corollary 36 are immediate consequences of this characterization.
A densely defined operator A in H is said to be formally normal if
D(A)/D(A*) and &Af &=&A*f & for f # D(A). Call a formally normal
operator A # L*(D), where D is a dense linear subspace of H, *-cyclic
if there is a (*-cyclic) vector e # D such that D(A)=[ p(A, A*)e;
p # C[Z, Z ]]. If A # L*(D), then A is formally normal in H if and only if
AA*=A*A; if this happens, then A* is formally normal as well. In
general, formally normal operators are not subnormal (cf. [13, 32, 38]).
Theorem 37. Let D be a dense linear subspace of H. Assume A # L(D)
( resp. A # L*(D) is formally normal ) and F is a linear subspace of D such
that D is linearly spanned by n=0 A
n(F) (resp. m, n=0 A
mA*n(F )). Then
the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) A is subnormal,
(ii) there is a semispectral measure + # F(B(C), F) such that
(Amf, Ang) =|
C
zmz n+(dz; f, g), m, n0, f, g # F, (46)
(iii) there is a positive definite form  # F(N+ , F) such that
((m, n); f, g)=(Amf, Ang) , m, n0, f, g # F,
(iv) for all positive integers :;, for all finite sequences
[* (1)m, n]m+n0 , ..., [*
(;)
m, n]m+n0 in C
: such that
:
m+q=i, n+ p= j
m+n, p+q0
(* (k)m, n , *
(l)
p, q) =0, i+ j0, i } j<0, k, l=1, ..., ;, (47)
and for every orthonormal sequence [ej];j=1 in F, the following inequality
holds with *m, n =
df ;k=1 ek*
(k)
m, n :
:
m+q, n+ p0
m+n, p+q0
(Am+q: *m, n , A
n+ p
: *p, q)0. (48)
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Proof. (i) O (ii) Let N be a normal operator in a complex Hilbert
space K such that H/K and A/N. Let E: B(C)  B(K) be the spec-
tral measure of N. Set +( } ; f, g)=(E( } ) f, g) for f, g # F. Then, by
Lemma 17, (46) holds.
(ii) O (i) It follows from the Naimark dilation theorem (cf. [22,
Prop. 2.1]) that there are a complex Hilbert space K, an operator
3: F  K, and a spectral measure E: B(C)  B(K) such that
+( } ; f, g)=(E( } ) 3f, 3g) , f, g # F. (49)
Set
N =df |
C
zE(dz).
Then, according to (46) and (49), we have
3(F )/D(Nn)=D \|C znE(dz)+, n0,
and (by Lemma 17)
(Amf, Ang) =(Nm3f, Nn3g) , m, n0, f, g # F. (50)
If D is the linear span of n=0 A
n(F ), then (50) implies that there is a
unique isometry U: H  K such that
UAnf =N n3f, n0, f # F. (51)
Applying (51), we get
UA(Anf )=N(N n3f )=NU(Anf ), n0, f # F,
so UA/NU and, consequently, UAU&1/N. Thus A, being unitarily
equivalent to the subnormal operator UAU&1 in U(H ), is subnormal
itself.
Assume now that A # L*(D) is formally normal. Since, by the spectral
theorem, N|D(N) # L*(D(N)) is formally normal and 3(F )/D(N),
we conclude from (50) that
(A*mAnf, A*pAqg) =(N*mNn3f, N* pNq3g), m, n, p, q0, f, g # F.
(52)
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If, moreover, D is the linear span of m, n=0 A
mA*n(F), then, by (52),
there is a unique isometry U: H  K such that UA*mAnf =N*mNn3f for
m, n0 and f # F. This in turn implies UA/NU, which shows that A is
subnormal.
Equivalence (ii)  (iv) is a direct consequence of Theorem 31 applied to
the form .A # F(N, F) defined by
.A((m, n); f, g) =
df (Amf, Ang), m, n0, f, g # F;
in turn equivalence (ii)  (iii) holds due to Theorem 22 applied once more
to .A . K
Condition (47) can be written in terms of trace as follows
Tr \ :
m+q=i, n+ p= j
m+n, p+q0
* (k)m, n  *
(l)
p, q+=0, i+ j0, i } j<0, k, l=1, ..., ;.
Note that if i, j are fixed, then
:
m+q=i, n+ p= j
m+n, p+q0
*(k)m, n  *
(l )
p, q=0, k, l=1, ..., ;
if and only if
:
m+q=i, n+ p= j
m+n, p+q0
*m, n  *p, q=0.
Therefore condition (iv) in Theorem 37 resembles condition (ii) in
Theorem 27 with substitutions N=1, S=N+ , T=N, D=FC :,
f1(m, n)=*m, n and .((m, n); g, h)=(Am: g, A
n
:h) . On the other hand,
substituting D=F and .((m, n); g, h)=(Amg, Anh) into Theorem 27, we
get another equivalent form of condition (iv) in Theorem 37.
The reader can easily formulate a version of Theorem 37 for *-cyclic
formally normal operators.
The following heredity property of subnormal operators can be deduced
either from Theorem 37 or from [41, Th. 3].
Corollary 38. A densely defined operator A in H with invariant
domain D is subnormal if and only if its restriction to the linear span of
n=0 A
n(F) is also subnormal for every finite set F/D.
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Note that Corollary 38 remains true replacing finite sets F/D by
one-point sets provided D is composed of analytic vectors of A (cf.
[41, Th. 7]). In particular, this is the case for bounded operators (cf. [50]
and [39]).
15. Let us consider invertible operators with invariant domains.
Theorem 39. Let D be a dense linear subspace of H. If A # L(D) is such
that R(A)=D and F is a linear subspace of D such that D is linearly
spanned by n # Z An(F ), then the following conditions are equivalent
(i) A is subnormal,
(ii) A satisfies the HalmosBram condition, i.e.,
:
:
m, n=0
(Amfn , A
nfm) 0 for all [fn]:n=0/D, :0,
(iii) N(A)=[0] and the form A # F(Z, F) defined by
A((m, n); f, g)=(Amf, Ang) , m, n # Z, f, g # F,
is positive definite,
(iv) there are a complex Hilbert space K#H and a normal operator
N in K such that A/N and N(N)=[0].
Proof. The implication (i) O (ii) is well known.
(ii) O (iii) According to Proposition 2 in [41], there are a complex
Hilbert space K#H, a dense linear subspace E of K and a formally
normal operator M # L*(E) such that D/E and A/M. Denote by P the
orthogonal projection of K onto H. Then PM*|D/A*, because
(Af, g) =(Mf, g)=( f, PM*g) for f, g # D. Therefore we have D(A)=
D/D(A*) and
&A*f &=&PM*f &&M*f &=&Mf &=&Af &, f # D. (53)
Since R(A)=D, we get N(A*)=[0]. This and (53) imply N(A)=[0].
Thus A is a bijection. Consequently, for any [ fm, n]:m, n= &:/F (:1) we
have
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:
:
m, n= &:
p, q= &:
A((m+q, n+ p); fm, n , fp, q)
= :
:
m, n=&:
p, q= &:
(A (m+:)+(q+:)(A&2:fm, n), A(n+:)+( p+:)(A&2:fp, q))
= :
2:
m$, n$=0
p$, q$=0
(Am$+q$(A&2:fm$&:, n$&:), An$+ p$(A&2:fp$&:, q$&:))
= :
2:
n$, q$=0
(Aq$gn$ , An$gq$) 0,
where gn$=2:m$=0 A
m$&2:fm$&:, n$&: for n$=0, ..., 2:.
(iii) O (i) Define F& to be the linear span of n=0 A
&n(F ). Let |
be the form over (Z, F&) defined by
|((m, n); f, g)=(Amf, Ang) , m, n # Z, f, g # F& .
We show that | is positive definite. Take [ fm, n]:m, n= &:/F& (:1).
Then there are ;0 and gkm, n # F such that fm, n=
;
j=0 A
& jg jm, n for
0k; and &:m, n:. Hence, by positive definiteness of A , we have
:
:
m, n= &:
p, q=&:
|((m+q, n+ p); fm, n , fp, q)
= :
:
m, n=&:
p, q=&:
:
;
k=0
l=0
A(( p&l, q)*+(m&k, n); gkm, n , g
l
p, q)0.
Consequently, the form
 =df || N+_F&_F& # F(N+ , F&)
is positive definite and satisfies condition (iii) of Theorem 37(with F&
instead of F ). Since D=n=0 A
n(F&), subnormality of A follows from
Theorem 37.
(i) O (iv) Let M be a normal extension of A acting in a complex
Hilbert space L#H. It is well known that N(M) reduces M to zero
operator on N(M). Set K=LN(M) and N=M|K . Then N is a nor-
mal operator in K with N(N)=[0]. We show that N is an extension of
A. Denote by P the orthogonal projection of L onto N(M) and put
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P==(IL&P). Take f # D. Since R(A)=D, there is h # D/D(M) such
that f =Ah. Hence, by PM/MP, we have
f =A(PhP=h)=M(PhP=h)=0M(P=h),
so f # K. Consequently D/K & D(M)=D(N) and A/N, which
completes the proof. K
Remark 40. Using dilation type arguments, like those appearing in the
proof of Theorem 19, one can deduce Theorem 24 from Theorem 39 (or
even from its consequence: Theorem 41 below). However, Theorem 39 has
been concluded from implication (iii) O (i) of Theorem 37 which, in turn,
had been inferred from Theorem 22. Summarizing, Theorem 24 is a conse-
quence of Theorem 22.
On the other hand, Theorem 39 can be proved with the help of Theorem
24. Indeed, it is sufficient to show that (iii) O (iv) holds.
Proof of (iii) O (iv) in Theorem 39. By Theorem 24 there is a semispec-
tral measure + # F(B(C*), F) such that
(Amf, Ang) =|
C*
zmz n+(dz; f, g), m, n # Z, f, g # F. (54)
By virtue of the Naimark dilation theorem, there are a complex Hilbert
space K, an operator 3: F  K, and a spectral measure E: B(C*) 
B(K) such that +( } ; f, g)=(E( } ) 3f, 3g) for f, g # F. Set
N =df |
C*
zE(dz).
Then the normal operator N is injective and, due to (54) and Lemma 17,
it satisfies
(Amf, Ang) =(Nm3f, Nn3g) , m, n # Z, f, g # F. (55)
Since D is the linear span of n # Z An(F ), one can deduce from (55) that
there is a unique isometry U: H  K such that UAnf =Nn3f for n # Z and
f # F. This in turn implies that UA/NU or equivalently UAU&1/N,
which completes the proof. K
Theorem 41. Let D be a dense linear subspace of H. If N # L*(D) is
formally normal, then N satisfies the HalmosBram condition. Moreover, if
R(N)=D, then there are a complex Hilbert space K#H and a normal
operator M in K such that N(M)=[0], N/M, and N*/M* (in par-
ticular N is subnormal).
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Proof. Since NN*=N *N, we get
:
:
m, n=0
(Nmf n, N
nfm)= :
:
m, n=0
(N*nfn , N
*mfm) =" :
:
n=0
N*nfn"
2
0 (56)
for any [ fn]:n=0/D (:1). If R(N)=D, then by Theorem 39 there are
a complex Hilbert space K#H and a normal operator M in K such that
N/M and N(M)=[0]. One can show (see the proof of (ii) O (iii) in
Theorem 39) that
N*=PM*|D , (57)
where P is the orthogonal projection of K onto H. Since N is formally
normal, we get
&Nf &=&N*f &=&PM*f &&M*f &=&Mf &=&Nf &, f # D.
Hence M*(D)/H and, by (57), we obtain N*/M*. K
If N # L*(D) is formally normal, then R(N)=D does not imply
N&1 # L*(D), in general (cf. Section 17 and Example 47).
Corollary 42. Let D be a dense linear subspace of H and S, T # L(D)
be symmetric operators such that ST=TS. If R(S+iT )=D, then there are
a complex Hilbert space K#H and selfadjoint operators S and T in K
whose spectral measures commute, such that S/S and T/T . In particular,
this is the case when R(S2+T 2)=D.
Proof. Set N=S+iT. Then N # L*(D) is formally normal. If
R(N)=D, then, by Theorem 41, there are a complex Hilbert space K#H
and a normal operator M in K such that N/M and N*/M*. Hence
S= 12 (N+N
*)/ReM and T=12i(N&N *)/ImM, where ReM =df
1
2 (M+M*) and ImM =
df
12i(M&M*). Then the closures of ReM and
ImM are selfadjoint operators whose spectral measures commute (cf. [51,
7]). If R(S 2+T 2)=D, then, due to the equality NN*=S2+T 2, we have
R(N)=D. K
16. Nelson in [23] has constructed two commuting symmetric
operators S, T # L(D) such that S and T are selfadjoint and the spectral
measures of S and T are not commuting. It turns out that the pair (S, T )
does not extend to any pair (S , T ) of spectrally commuting selfadjoint
operators in K#H. Indeed, otherwise (e.g., by [42, Cor. 1]) H reduces
S and T to S and T , respectively, which yields commutativity of spectral
measures of S and T , a contradiction. Repeating arguments used in the
proof of Corollary 42, we conclude that the formally normal operator
S+iT is not subnormal.
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If S and T satisfy the assumptions of Corollary 42, then p(S, T ) is sub-
normal for every p # C[X1 , X2]; in particular ST and S+iT are subnor-
mal. If S, T # L(D) are only commuting symmetric operators, then p(S, T )
is subnormal for any monomial p # C[X1 , X2] and for any p # R[X1 , X2]
(because each symmetric operator is subnormal). This is no longer true for
arbitrary p # C[X1 , X2], e.g., for p(X1 , X2)=X1+iX2 (see the previous
paragraph).
Given commuting subnormal operators A, B # L(D), one can ask the
question under what circumstances AB and A+B are subnormal. In
general, the product and the sum need not be subnormal even if operators
in question are bounded (cf. [19]). Below we present some sufficient condi-
tions for AB and A+B to be subnormal.
Theorem 43. Let D be a dense linear subspace of H. Assume that
A # L(D) satisfies the HalmosBram condition, N # L*(D) is formally nor-
mal and S # L(D) is symmetric.
(i) If AN=NA and AN*=N*A, then AN and A+N satisfy the
HalmosBram condition. Moreover, if R(AN)=D (resp. R(A+N)=D),
then AN (resp. A+N ) is subnormal.
(ii) If AS=SA and R(A)=D, then AS is subnormal.
Proof. (i) Given B # L(D), we put B[k]=Bk for k0 and B[k]=0 for
k<0. Set ( mk ) =
df
0 for k>m. Take [ fn]:n=0/D (:1) and define gk=
:m=0 (
m
k ) N
*[m&k]fm for 0k:. Since the operators A, N and N* com-
mute and A satisfies the HalmosBram condition, we obtain
:
:
m, n=0
( (AN)m fn , (AN)n fm) = :
:
m, n=0
(Am(N *nfn), An(N*
mfm)) 0
and
:
:
m, n=0
( (A+N)m fn , (A+N)n fm)
= :
:
m, n=0
:
:
k, l=0 \
m
k +\
n
l+ (AkN[m&k]fn , AlN [n&l]fm)
= :
:
k, l=0
:
:
m, n=0 \
m
k +\
n
l+ (AkN*[n&l]fn , AlN *[m&k]fm)
= :
:
k, l=0
(Akgl , Algk) 0.
The other part of (i) is a consequence of Theorem 39.
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(ii) It follows from Theorem 39 (with F=D) that A: D  D is a
bijection and that the form A # F(Z, D) defined in part (iii) of Theorem
39 is positive definite. Define the new form  # F(N+ , D) via
((m, n); f, g)=(AmS m+nf, Ang), m+n0, f, g # D.
Then the fact that operators A, A&1, and S commute yields
((m+q, n+ p); f, g)=(Am+qS(m+n)+( p+q)f, An+ pg)
=(Am+qSm+nf, An+ pS p+qg)
=A((m+q, n+ p); Sm+nf, S p+qg),
for m+n0, p+q0, and f, g # D. Since A is positive definite, we have
:
p+q0
m+n0
((m+q, n+ p); fm, n , fp, q)
= :
p+q0
m+n0
A((m+q, n+ p); Sm+nfm, n , S p+qfp, q)0,
for any finite [ fm, n]m+n0/D. This means that  is positive definite and
((m, n); f, g)=( (AS)m f, (AS)n g) , m, n0, f, g # D.
Hence, according to implication (iii) O (i) in Theorem 37 (with F=D),
the operator AS is subnormal.13 This completes the proof. K
Let us make some comments concerning Theorem 43. Note first that
R(AN)=D if and only if R(A)=D and R(N)=D. Indeed, if R(AN)=D,
then, by Theorem 39 and part (i) of Theorem 43, AN: D  D is a bijection.
Hence both A and N are bijections. This is no longer true for the range of
A+N even if A and N are bounded operators (e.g., A=P and N=I&P
with P=e  e, &e&=1).
Dropping the assumption R(AN)=D (resp. R(A+N)=D, R(A)=D)
we lose subnormality of AN (resp. A+N, AS). Indeed, take a formally nor-
mal operator M # L*(D) which is not subnormal and choose appropriate
A, N and S amongst ID and M. We do not know whether A+S is subnor-
mal if R(A)=D. The Nelson example (see the first paragraph of this sec-
tion) shows that A+S is not subnormal though A =df iT is essentially
normal and S is essentially selfadjoint.
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As we know a formally normal operator N # L*(D) need not be sub-
normal, in general. However N is subnormal in case it has a trace of polar
decomposition, i.e., N=UT, where U # L(D) is unitary,14 T # L(D) is sym-
metric and UT=TU (apply part (ii) of Theorem 43). In fact, we can forget
about invariance of D for U and T, still preserving subnormality of N.
Theorem 44. If U # B(H) is unitary, S is closed and symmetric in H,
and US=SU, then N=US is formally normal and subnormal.
Proof. Notice that US=SU implies S*U*=U*S* and, consequently,
N*=U*S*. Hence D(N)=D(S)/D(S*)=D(N*) and
&Nf &=&Sf &=&S*f &=&N*f &, f # D(N).
By Corollary 16, there are a complex Hilbert space K, a unitary operator
U # B(K), and a selfadjoint operator T in K such that H/K, U/U ,
S/T, and U T=TU . Then U T is a normal operator in K, which extends
N. K
It is worthwhile to notice that Theorem 3 in [41] is useless in proving
the results following Theorem 39.
17. In this section we investigate the question of surjectivity of formally
normal operators (which, according to Theorem 41, implies their subnor-
mality). The results of this section shed some light on the complex moment
problem on real algebraic plain curves, taken into consideration in Sections
18 and 19. Below D stands for a dense linear subspace of a complex Hilbert
space H.
Lemma 45. If N # L*(D) is formally normal and R(N)=D, then
(i) N(N)=N(N*)=[0],
(ii) R(N*)=D  N&1 # L*(D).
Moreover, if N &1 # L*(D), then N&1 is formally normal and (N &1)*=
(N*)&1.
Proof. (i) Since R(N)=H, we have N(N*)=[0]. However N*/N*
and N(N)=N(N*), so (i) holds.
(ii) According to the previous paragraph, (N*)&1/(N*)&1=(N&1)*.
If R(N*)=D, then D/D((N&1)*) and (N &1)* (D)=D. Therefore
N&1 # L*(D). Conversely, if N &1 # L*(D), then taking adjoints in
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NN&1=N&1N leads to (N*)&1=(N&1)*. This, in turn, implies that N&1
is formally normal. K
Given a formally normal operator N # L*(D), we set
[N, N*]$ =df [M # L*(D); MN=NM 6 MN*=N*M]
and define C[N, N*] to be the *-algebra generated by N and ID . Then
C[N, N*]=[q(N, N*); q # C[Z, Z ]]/[N, N*]$. Since C[N, N*] is
commutative, each operator in C[N, N*] is formally normal. Denote by
C[N, N*] inv =df [invertible elements in C[N, N*]];
the multiplicative group C[N, N*]inv is a symmetric subset of C[N, N*],
i.e., M* # C[N, N*] inv for every M # C[N, N*] inv.
In case the formally normal operator N is *-cyclic, surjectivity of N*
follows from that of N and vice versa (this is no longer true for those Ns
which are not *-cyclic, see Example 47); moreover, surjective members of
[N, N*]$ are formally normal operators (once more this fails to be true for
noncyclic Ns; take D=C2 and N=I). Denote by P the set of all poly-
nomials p # C[Z, Z ] such that Z divides p& p(0, 0) and p(0, 0)=1. It is
easily seen that P is a convex and multiplicative semigroup.
Lemma 46. If N # L*(D) is a *-cyclic formally normal operator, then
(i) [M # [N, N*]$; R(M)=D]=C[N, N*] inv,
(ii) R(N)=D  _p # P : p(N, N*)=0.
Proof. (i) Let e be a *-cyclic vector of N. Then we have
D=[q(N, N*)e; q # C[Z, Z ]]. (58)
Take M # [N, N*]$ such that R(M)=D. Then, by (58), there is
r # C[Z, Z ] such that
M(r(N, N*)e)=e. (59)
If q # C[Z, Z ], then conditions M # [N, N*]$ and (59) yield
Mr(N, N*)(q(N, N*)e)=q(N, N*) Mr(N, N*)e=q(N, N*)e,
which, according to (58), shows that Mr(N, N*)=ID . Hence N(M)=[0]
and M&1 # C[N, N*]/[N, N*]$. Applying the same arguments as
before, with M replaced by M&1, we get M=(M&1)&1 # C[N, N*] inv.
Since the reverse inclusion is obvious, the proof of (i) is completed.
Condition (ii) can be deduced from (i) due to N # [N, N*]$. K
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Below we construct and example of a formally normal operator
N # L*(D) such that N(N)=N(N*)=[0], R(N)=D, R(N*) / D and
N&1  L*(D).
Example 47. Let H be the Hilbert space of all complex Borel func-
tions on the open ring 0 =df [z # C; 1<|z|<2] which are square integrable
with respect to the planar Lebesgue measure. Define u: 0  C3 and
v: 0  C2 via
u(z)=(z, z , 1z), v(z)=(z, z ), z # 0.
Put
D =
df [ p b u; p # C[X1 , X2 , X3]].
Since the set [q b v; q # C[Z, Z ]] is dense in H (due to the Stone
Weierstrass theorem), so is D in H. Let N # L(D) be the operator of multi-
plication by ‘‘z’’ on D, i.e., (Nf )(z)=zf (z), z # 0, for f # D. Clearly
N # L*(D) is formally normal, N* is the operator of multiplication by ‘‘z ’’
on D, the operator N: D  D is a bijection and N*: D  D is an injection.
Denote by e the member of D defined by e(z)#1. We show that
(N&1)* e  D.
Indeed, otherwise there is a nonzero p # C[X1 , X2 , X3] such that
(N&1)* e= p b u. Since (N&1)* is the operator of multiplication by ‘‘1z ’’ on
H, we have zdeg p=z q(z, z ) for every z # 0 with q # C[Z, Z ] defined by
q(z, z ) =df zdeg pp(z, z , 1z), z # 0.
However this is impossible due to the well-known fact that the mapping
C[Z, Z ] % r [ r b v # C0 is injective. Since (N&1)* e  D, we get N&1 
L*(D). Hence by Lemma 45 the formally normal operator N*: D  D is
not surjective.
The next example shows that injective *-cyclic formally normal
operators N # L*(D) need not be surjective.
Example 48. Let H be the Hilbert space of all complex Borel func-
tions on the closed real interval 0 =df [1, 2] which are square integrable
with respect to the normalized Lebesgue measure. Set e(x)=1x for x # 0.
Denote by D the dense linear subspace of H composed of all functions
of the form e } p|0 , where p # C[X]. Let N stands for the operator of
multiplication by ‘‘x’’ on D. Then N # L*(D), N=N*, N(N)=[0]
and R(N)=[ p|0 ; p # C[X]] / D. Moreover N is *-cyclic with a *-cyclic
vector e.
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APPLICATIONS: MOMENTS ON ALGEBRAIC CURVES
18. Given p # C[Z, Z ], we denote by Z( p) a real algebraic plain curve
induced by p, i.e., Z( p) =df [z # C; p(z, z )=0]. Let E be a complex linear
space. A form . # F(N, E) is said to be a complex moment form if there is
a semispectral measure + # F(B(C), E) (called a representing measure of .)
such that
.((m, n); f, g)=|
C
zmz n+(dz; f, g), m, n0, f, g # E.
In case the closed support of + is contained in Z( p), we say that . is a
complex moment form on Z( p). Our aim in this section is to find some
sufficient conditions for . to be a complex moment form on Z( p).
We begin by recalling some notions and facts concerning positive definite
forms. Let . # F(N, E). We denote by N. the set of all triplets (D, 3, N ),
where D is a complex inner product space, 3: E  D is an operator, and
N # L*(D) is a formally normal operator such that
.((m, n); f, g)=(Nm3f, Nn3g) , m, n0, f, g # E, (60)
D is the linear span of .

m, n=0
NmN*n (3E). (61)
We say that triplets (D, 3, N ) # N. and (D1 , 31 , N1) # N. are unitarily
equivalent if there is a unitary operator U: D  D1 such that U3=31 and
UN=N1U.
The following fact is well known in the case of forms over (N, C ) (cf.
[46]; and also [16] ). We sketch its proof for the convenience of the
reader.
Theorem 49. A form . # F(N, E) is positive definite if and only if
N.{<. Any two members of N. are unitarily equivalent.
Proof. If . is positive definite, then there are (cf. [46, Section 4]) a
complex inner product space D, an operator 3: E  D and a *-semigroup
homomorphism 6: N  L*(D) such that D is the linear span of 6(N ) 3E
and .( } ; f, g)=(6( } ) 3f, 3g) for f, g # E. Set N=6(1, 0). Then
N # L*(D) is formally normal. Since 6(m, n)=NmN *n for m, n0, the
operator N satisfies (60) and (61). The reverse implication follows from
(use NN*=N*N )
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:
m, n0
:
p, q0
.((m+q, n+ p); fm, n , fp, q)
=" :m, n0 N
mN*n3fm, n"
2
0 for all finite sequences [ fm, n]m, n0/E.
If (D, 3, N ) # N. and (D1 , 31 , N1) # N. , then, by (60) and (61), there
is a unique unitary operator U: D  D1 such that U(N mN*
n3f )=
Nm1 N
*n
1 31 f for m, n0 and f # E. One can check that U3=31 and
UN=N1U. K
The next result relates positive definite forms and corresponding formally
normal operators which are ‘‘annihilated’’ by a given polynomial
p # C[Z, Z ]. In the sequel pm, n stands for the coefficient of p at ZmZ n,
m, n0.
Lemma 50. If . is a form over (N, E), (D, 3, N ) # N. and p # C[Z, Z ],
then the following conditions are equivalent
(A1) m, n0 pm, n.((m+k, n+l ); f, f )=0 for all k, l0 and f # E,
(A2) i, j0 k, l0 p i, j pk, l.((i+l, j+k); f, f )=0 for every f # E,
(A3) p(N, N*)=0.
Proof. According to (61) and the formal normality of N, we have
p(N, N*)=0  p(N, N*) NmN*n3f =0, \m, n0, \f # E
 p(N, N*) 3f =0, \f # E
 &p(N, N*) 3f &2=0, \f # E. (62)
By (60), condition (62) is equivalent to (A2). This proves (A2)  (A3).
Once more by (61) and the formal normality of N, we have
p(N, N*)=0
 p(N, N*) 3f =0, \f # E
 ( p(N, N*) 3f, NlN*k3g) =0, \k, l0, \f, g # E. (63)
One can show, applying (60) and the polarization formula, that (63) is
equivalent to (A1). This proves (A1)  (A3). K
The following result is related to [44, Prop. 1] (see also [38, Prop. 2.1]).
Proposition 51. If p # C[Z, Z ] and . # F(N, E) is a complex moment
form, then . is positive definite and the following conditions are equivalent:
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(i) . satisfies (A1) ( equivalently (A2)),
(ii) . is a complex moment form on Z( p).
Proof. Positive definiteness of . follows from Theorem 22.
Let + # F(B(C), E) be a representing measure of .. Then we have
:
m, n0
pm, n.((m+k, n+l ); f, f )
=|
C
p(z, z ) zkz l+(dz; f, f ), k, l0, f # E. (64)
If the closed support of + is contained in Z( p), then the right-hand side of
the equality in (64) equals 0. Hence . satisfies (A1). Conversely, if .
satisfies (A1), then we conclude from (64) that
|
C
| p(z, z )|2 +(dz; f, f )=0, f # E.
Thus the closed support of + is contained in Z( p). K
We are now in a position to formulate the main result of this section. We
distinguish in it a class of real algebraic plain curves (read: polynomials)
on which complex moment forms are completely characterized by positive
definiteness and condition (A1). Theorem 52 extends the content of [38, 44]
as well as [9].
Theorem 52. Let . # F(N, E) and let p # C[Z, Z ] be such that Z (resp.
Z ) divides p& p(0, 0). If p(0, 0){0, then the following conditions are equiv-
alent
(i) . is a complex moment form on Z( p),
(ii) . is positive definite and it satisfies (A1) (equivalently (A2)).
Proof. Without any loss of generality we can assume that p(0, 0)=1
and that Z divides p& p(0, 0). Then there is q # C[Z, Z ] such that
p=1&Zq. (65)
The implication (i) O (ii) is always true due to Proposition 51.
(ii) O (i) By Theorem 49 and Lemma 50, there is (D, 3, N ) # N.
such that p(N, N*)=0. Hence, by (65), we have Nq(N, N*)=ID . This
means that N # L*(D) is a formally normal operator such that R(N)=D.
Denote by H any complex Hilbert space in which D is dense. Then,
according to Theorem 41, there are a complex Hilbert space K#H and
a normal operator M in K such that N/M. Let E: B(C)  B(K) be the
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spectral measure of M. Set +( } ; f, g)=(E( } ) 3f, 3g) for f, g # E. Then, by
(60) and Lemma 17, . is a complex moment form with the representing
measure + # F(B(C), E). Finally, . is a complex moment form on Z( p)
due to Proposition 51. K
19. In this section we make some comments on the complex moment
problem on algebraic curves. Recall that C[Z, Z ] is a *-algebra with a
unique involution determined by the relation Z*=Z . It is easily seen that
( p*)m, n=pn, m for p=m, n pm, nZmZ n # C[Z, Z ]. Given a positive definite
form . # F(N, E), we set
J. =
df [ p # C[Z, Z ]; the pair (., p) satisfies (Aj)], j=1, 2.
According to Lemma 50, the definition of J. is really independent of j.
Proposition 53. If . # F(N, E) is a positive definite form, then J. is a
*-ideal in C[Z, Z ].
Proof. By Theorem 49, there is (D, 3, N ) # N. . Since NN *=N *N, the
mapping 8: C[Z, Z ] % p [ p(N, N*) # L*(D) is a *-algebra homomorphism
sending 1 into ID . Hence its kernel ker 8 is a *-ideal in C[Z, Z ]. However,
according to Lemma 50, J.=ker 8, which completes the proof. K
The ideal J. is not prime in general.
Example 54. Set p=Z&Z and q=(Z+Z )2+2i(Z&Z ). By [38,
Prop. 7.1], there is a positive definite form . # F(N, C) which is not a com-
plex moment form and such that pq # J. . We show that J. is not prime.
Indeed, otherwise either p # J. or q # J. , which according to [38, Prop.
5.2] and Corollary 59 in the Appendix implies that . is a complex moment
form either on Z( p) (real line) or on Z(q) (parabola), a contradiction.
Denote by A the class of all real algebraic plain curves Z of the form
Z=Z( p) with p # P (see the paragraph preceding Lemma 46 for defini-
tion of P). Then the class A has the following property:
(_) If Z1 , Z2 # A, then Z1 _ Z2 # A.
This follows from the equality Z( p1) _ Z( p2)=Z( p1p2) and the fact that
P is a multiplicative semigroup. It is easy to see that A contains bounded
as well as unbounded curves.
v Among bounded curves there are equipotential ones Zr =
df
[z # C; |r(z)|=1] with r # C[Z]"[0] satisfying r(0)=0. Indeed, since there
is q # C[Z] such that r=Zq, we have Zr=Z( p), where p=1&ZZ qq* # P.
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v Among unbounded curves there are ones induced by polynomials
p # C[Z, Z ] of the form p=1&ZZ r( 12 (Z+Z )), where r # R[X] is a poly-
nomial satisfying conditions: [x # R; r(x)=0]{< and [x # R; r(x)>0]
{<. Then the set 0 =df [x # R; r(x)>0 and x2r(x)1] is nonempty and
Z( p)={x+i 1&x
2r(x)
r(x)
; x # 0=_ {x&i 1&x
2r(x)
r(x)
; x # 0= .
Let us concentrate on forms over (N, C ) which are nothing else but
(bi)sequences of complex numbers. Following [38], we say that a real
algebraic curve Z( p) induced by p # C[Z, Z ] is of type A, if each positive
definite form . # F(N, C) satisfying (A1) is a complex moment form on
Z( p) (the definition of type A depends, at least formally, on the polyno-
mial p inducing Z( p)). The reader can find in [38] examples (written in
Cartesian coordinates; cf. Appendix) of algebraic curves Z( p) which are
not of type A; the smallest possible degree of such p is 3 (cf. [38, Theorems
5.4 and 6.3]). However, according to [33, Th. 1] and Corollary 59 in the
Appendix, any compact algebraic curve Z( p) induced by p of the form
p=r \Z+Z2 ,
Z&Z
2i + , r # R[X1 , X2],
is of type A (in fact all compact algebraic curves can be represented this
way). Recently T. Bisgaard (cf. [9, Th. 3]) has completely characterized
algebraic curves Z(p) of type A induced by p of the form
p=\Z+Z2 +
m
\Z&Z2i +
n
&\Z+Z2 +
k
\Z&Z2i +
l
, m, n, k, l0.
On the other hand, by Theorem 52, any Z( p) induced by p # P is of type
A. We can essentially enlarge the set of polynomials p for which Z( p) is
of type A using Proposition (60) in the Appendix; in particular, equipoten-
tial curves Zr are of type A for arbitrary r # C[Z] with deg r1 (see also
[44] for another approach).
In general, it is not true that the union Z( p1) _ Z( p2)=Z( p1p2) of
curves of type A is of type A (cf. [38, Th. 6.3] and Corollary 59 in the
Appendix). However, this is the case for curves in A. Nevertheless, the
union of curves which are not of type A is not of type A. This is a conse-
quence of the following:
Proposition 55. Let p, q # C[Z, Z ]. If Z( p) is not of type A, then
Z( pq) is not of type A.
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Proof. Let . # F(N, C) be a positive definite form which is not a
complex moment form and such that p # J. . Hence, by Proposition 53, we
have pq # J. which completes the proof. K
The next result extends Theorems 6.3 and 6.4 in [38].
Theorem 56. Let r # R[X] be a nonzero and non-negative polynomial
such that [x # R; r(x)=0]{<. If p=(Z&Z )(Z&Z &ir(Z+Z )) # C[Z, Z ]
and q # C[Z, Z ], then Z( pq) is not of type A.
Proof. The conclusion follows from Proposition 55 because, according
to [38, Th. 6.3] and Corollary 59 in the Appendix, Z( p) is not of type A. K
It is worth noting that the assumption p(0, 0){0 is essential for
Theorem 52 to be true. Indeed, if p is as in Theorem 56 and q=Z, then
pq(0, 0)=0 and Z divides pq. However, by Theorem 56, Z( pq) is not of
type A.
We conclude the main part of the paper with the following observation.
Let . # F(N, C) be a positive definite form and let (D, 3, N ) # N. (recall
that the triplet is unique up to unitary equivalence). It is clear that the
formally normal operator N is *-cyclic with *-cyclic vector 3(1). According
to Lemma 46(ii), R(N)=D if and only if there is p # P such that
p(N, N*)=0. This is no longer true for positive definite forms over
arbitrary (N, E).
APPENDIX
20. The two-dimensional real moment problem (as a special case of the
multidimensional one) has been much more often investigated than the
(one-dimensional) complex one. Though there is a common feeling that
these two can be translated each into the other, it would be rather hard to
find this made in a direct way in literature (except some traces for which
see Appendix in [40] and the proof of Proposition 7.1 in [38]; cf. also [5,
Theorem 6.3.5], [28]). Here we want to provide the dictionary supported
by key arguments.
Recall that a sequence [am, n]m, n=0/R is said to be a two-dimensional
real moment sequence if there is a positive Borel measure + on R_R such
that
am, n=|
R_R
smtn+(ds, dt), m, n=0, 1, ...
The measure + is called a representing measure of [am, n]m, n=0 .
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Denote by N2 the *-semigroup N_N with coordinatewise defined addi-
tion as semigroup operation and with the identity mapping as involution.
P(N) and P(N2) stand for the convex cones of positive definite functions
on N and N2 , respectively. The first result relates both sets to each other.
Proposition 57. The mapping 8: P(N)  P(N2) defined by
8(c)m, n=
in
2m+n
:
m
k=0
:
n
l=0 \
m
k +\
n
l + (&1)l ck+l, (m+n)&(k+l ) , c # P(N),
is a bijection; its inverse is given by
8&1(a)m, n= :
m
k=0
:
n
l=0 \
m
k +\
n
l+ im&k(&i)n&l ak+l, (m+n)&(k+l ) , a # P(N2).
8 maps the set of all one-dimensional complex moment sequences onto the
set of all two-dimensional real moment sequences.
Proof. The proof of the first statement is straightforward if one realizes
that
(1) c # P(N) if and only if there exist an inner product space D, a
vector e # D, and a formally normal operator N # L*(D) such that
cm, n=(Nme, Nne) , m, n0
(cf. Theorem 49); if this is the case, then A =df 12 (N+N
*) and B =df
12i(N&N*) are symmetric operators such that AB=BA, N=A+iB, and
8(c)m, n=(AmBne, e) , m, n0;
(2) a # P(N2) if and only if there exist an inner product space D, a
vector e # D, and symmetric operators A, B # L*(D) such that AB=BA
and
am, n=(AmBne, e) , m, n0
(cf. [16]); if this is the case, then N =df A+iB # L*(D) is formally normal
and
8&1(a)m, n=(N me, Nne) , m, n0. (66)
The second statement follows directly from integral representations of
corresponding moment sequences. K
The following refers to Sections 18 and 19 on one hand and to [38] on
the other. We want to write a real algebraic curve in R2 by means of a
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polynomial in two real variables X1 and X2 ; more precisely, we denote
by V(r) the real algebraic curve induced by r # R[X1 , X2], i.e.,
V(r) =df [x # R2; r(x)=0]. For a given sequence a # P(N2) we consider the
following condition:
(A) m, n0 rm, n am+k, n+l=0 for all k, l0.
In fact condition (A) is a real counterpart of (A1) (in case dim E=1).
Following [38], we say that a real algebraic set V(r) induced by
r # R[X1 , X2] is of type A, if every a # P(N2) satisfying (A) is a two-dimen-
sional real moment sequence (which, according to Proposition 2.1 in [38],
has a representing measure concentrated on V(r)).
Proposition 58. Suppose r # R[X1 , X2] and a # P(N2). Then a satisfies
(A) if and only if . =df 8&1(a) and p =df r( 12 (Z+Z ), 12i(Z&Z )) satisfy (A1).
Proof. Representing a as in (2) we can assume that D=C[A, B]e.
Hence we can repeat arguments used in the proof of Lemma 50 to show
that a satisfies (A) if and only if r(A, B)=0. Since N =df A+iB is a *-cyclic
formally normal operator with *-cyclic vector e and r(A, B)= p(N, N*),
the conclusion follows from Lemma 50 and (66). K
As a direct consequence of Propositions 57 and 58 we obtain the following:
Corollary 59. Suppose r and p are as in Proposition 58. Then V(r) is
of type A if and only if Z( p) is of type A.
21. Referring to the example in Section 19 concerning equipotential
curves we show that being of type A for an algebraic curve Z( p) is
invariant for ‘‘symmetric’’ polynomial automorphisms of C2; the latter is
related to [38, Prop. 4.4].15
Proposition 60. Suppose q # C[Z, Z ] is a polynomial such that the
mapping (q, q*): C2  C2 defined as
(z, w) [ (q(z, w), q*(z, w))
is injective. If p # C[Z, Z ], then Z( p) is of type A if and only if so is
Z( p b (q, q*)).
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Proof. By [6], S =df (q, q*) is a polynomial automorphism. Therefore
S&1=(r, r*) for some r # C[Z, Z ]. Suppose Z( p) is of type A. Take
c # P(N). Then
cm, n=(Nme, Nne) , m, n0,
where N # L*(D) is a *-cyclic formally normal operator with a *-cyclic
vector e. Set M =df q(N, N *). Since r(q(Z, Z ), q(Z, Z )*)=Z, we get N=
r(M, M*). Hence the linear space C[M, M*]e is invariant for N and
N*, and contains e, the *-cyclic vector for N. This implies that the for-
mally normal operator M is *-cyclic with the *-cyclic vector e. If c (read:
.) satisfies (A1) with the polynomial p b S, then, by Lemma 50, we have
p(M, M*)= p b S(N, N*)=0, so [(Mme, M ne)]m, n=0 satisfies (A1) with
p. Since Z( p) is of type A, the sequence [(Mme, M ne)]m, n=0 is a complex
moment one with a representing measure +. Consequently, we have
( f (M, M*) e, g(M, M*)e)=|
C
f (z, z ) g(z, z ) +(dz), f, g # C[Z, Z ].
This and the equality N=r(M, M*) yield
cm, n=|
C
r(z, z )m r(z, z )n +(dz), m, n0,
which shows that Z( p b S) is of type A. The reverse implication follows
from the one just proved by composing p b S with S&1. K
According to Theorem 52 and Proposition 60, any algebraic curve of the
form Z(1+qf (q, q*)), where f, q # C[Z, Z ], is of type A whenever the
mapping (q, q*) is injective.
Note that a polynomial mapping S=(q, q*), q # C[Z, Z ], is injective
(equivalently: S is a polynomial automorphism of C2) if and only if there
is r # C[Z, Z ] such that r(q(z, w), q*(z, w))=z for all z, w # C. Indeed, if
the latter holds, then (r, r*) is a left inverse of S and, consequently (cf.
[6]), S is a bijection with S &1=(r, r*). The next observation is that there
is a onetoone correspondence between (real) polynomial automorphisms
T of R2 and (complex) polynomial automorphisms S=(q, q*) of C 2,
q # C[Z, Z ], given by16 S=A&1 b T b A, where
A(z, w)=\z+w2 ,
z&w
2i + , z, w # C.
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In particular, T=(u, v) (u, v # R[X1 , X2]) is a polynomial automorphism
of R2 if and only if the mapping C2 % (z, w) [ (u(z, w), v(z, w)) # C2 is
injective. Contrary to the complex case, injectivity of T: R2  R2, though
automatically implying its surjectivity, is not sufficient for T to be a poly-
nomial automorphism of R2. We refer the reader to [30] for more details
concerning polynomial automorphisms of Rd and Cd. Amongst injective Ss
there are polynomial automorphisms of degree 1, that is,
S(z, w)=[z w] _:;
;
: &+[# # ], z, w # C,
where :, ;, # # C, and det [ :;
;
: ]{0 (here q=:Z+;Z +#). They are in
one-to-one correspondence with affine isomorphisms T of R2.
The examples which follow illustrate Proposition 60. They are written in
Cartesian coordinates, i.e., the algebraic curve Z( p) with p # C[Z, Z ] is
replaced by V(r) with r # R[X1 , X2].
Example 61. Let r=X1 } X2 # R[X1 , X2] and let T: R2  R2 be a poly-
nomial mapping given by
T(x, y)=( y, y&x2), x, y # R.
Then T is not a polynomial automorphism of R2 and r b T(x, y)=
y( y&x2) for x, y # R. According to [38, Th. 5.4], the algebraic curve V(r)
(which is the union of two perpendicular lines) is of type A. However, by
[38, Th. 6.3], the algebraic curve V(r b T ) (which is the union of a
parabola and a tangential to it line) is not of type A. Consider now the
polynomial mapping T : R2  R2 given by
T (x, y)=(x, y&x2), x, y # R.
Then T is a polynomial automorphism of R2 and r b T (x, y)=x( y&x2) for
x, y # R. It follows from Proposition 60 that the algebraic curve V(r b T )
(which is the union of a parabola and a ‘‘normal’’ to it line) is of type A
(see also Theorem 3 in [9]).
All the results of the Appendix can also be proved in another, not
necessarily shorter, way by identifying (positive definite) sequences on N2
and N with (positive definite) linear functionals on R[X1 , X2] and
C[Z, Z ], respectively (see [38] for more details on this approach). Our
choice fits in better with the setup of this paper. Finally, an inspection of
proofs shows that all the results of the Appendix are true (with an
appropriate understanding of type A) for forms over (N, E) and (N2 , E),
where E is an arbitrary complex linear space.
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